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Dreaming Humanity’s Path

The Rapture
I am at a small town festival or carnival. It is night and the carnival is being held
on a sandy beach that is protected by rocky headlands. It is a peaceful balmy full moon night.
Everyone is dressed up in their best clothes. I am wearing a long, high necked gown, matching lace gloves, a
large fancy hat. I carry a parasol on my shoulder and a small beaded bag.
The gown is very pale and has many lovely flounces. I am a young woman,
don't seem to be married and I am very happy. I go from one event to another, not really participating, just
watching and laughing as children and adults alike enjoy themselves at carnival rides and games. Everyone seems
to know everyone else; it’s a small town atmosphere.
In time, I wander away from the carnival—I’m laughed out—and find myself wandering along the sandy shore of
the sea. I look around and see there are many like me, happily wandering... slowly... away from the carnival.
Some are couples, some are solitary, some are in small family groups.
In the distance, those of us who are on the beach begin to hear faint music coming from across the water. It
is so beautiful and endearing it makes me gasp. I look around to see where it is coming from and I notice others
hear it too. They look at me and their faces begin to register a rapture.
We smile, then softly laugh in wonderment. The music grows stronger...
as we see clouds forming in the sky overhead, covering the stars and the moon.
Rain begins to gently fall, the music begins to grow louder and then we hear singing.
As I look around I notice the people at the carnival are dismayed, some are angry at the rain and they begin to
get things under cover. As the rain gets harder, the wind begins to build, and a symphony of music begins to
build and we can hear thousands of voices singing. Then the waves build into a pounding surf that is driving
inland. The people at the carnival are angry and frightened, men are shouting and women are screaming for
their children. The children are very frightened and crying.
But those of us who have wandered off toward the sea are filled with joy. Some walk calmly into the ocean
taking their children with them, some begin to climb the rocks and cliffs that encircle the beach. I am among
them and climb up as high as I can go, reaching my hands toward the streaming music.
I can make out the words and am singing with the choirs. I’ve long since lost my parasol, hat, gloves
and shoes... perhaps even my dress. I may have been in just a long slip, for I feel very comfortable and I can
move freely. My hair streams around me in the wind and rain.
There is water everywhere—in the sky and all around us—so thick I am surprised I can still breathe.
I look around below me towards the carnival and the beautiful paper lanterns that had been strung on a cable
are all I can see of it; they are dancing crazily in the powerful wind. The carnival is being washed away by great
and powerful ocean surges. Many people are drowning... but something magical
is happening to the ones who have walked into the sea: they are turning into mermaids!
They gambol about with dolphins laughing and playing and some of the older ones climb up on low rocks,
their great and majestic fish-tales curled about for balance and they sing along with those of us
who are higher up. I look at my companions who have climbed up on the rocks with me and we
are all glowing. We still have legs, but we are transparent and wear long flowing white shifts.
The rapture is so great, we know only joy and we sing, laugh and cry, simultaneously.
I look to where we have been: the ocean is surging and swirling around rocks and there is no dry land. The
people who have not turned into mermaids are drowning. They scream in terror and the carnage is horrifying. I
can't understand! Don't they hear the music, I wonder? Can't they sing along? Why don't they simply change
too? Then I understand: Their anger and fear have prevented them from hearing the music; because they did
not participate in the choir, they could not transform. They are doomed.
I am sad for them and pity them, but I am caught in the Rapture
and turn my face to the heavens and sing with my arms upraised.
As I do, I begin to feel myself lightening, lifting upward...
At that point I woke up. I was actually singing and giggling.
My eyes were so full of tears that when I sat up the tears spilled out and flowed down my cheeks.
I still felt the beautiful Rapture. I got up and wrote poetry for the rest of the night
in a state of great joy that stayed with me for a long, long time.
“The Journey” Artwork by Tony Macelli
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"Evolving a Dream Cherishing Culture"
Our purpose is to raise individual and cultural appreciation
for the value of dreams by making available information that
will assist and empower you in taking responsibility for your
personal/physical, emotional, psychological and spiritual wellbeing, with the help of dreams.
Our goals are to unite and serve individuals who respect
dreams, to empower dreamers in demystifying dreamwork and
to assist with the integration of dreamsharing into our everyday
lives and culture...in whatever ways of integrity are shown and
given us. We believe that dreams are agents for change and
often reveal important new insights about the life of the dreamer
on many levels: personal, cultural and global.
Recalling a dream is a signal that we are ready to understand
the information that has been presented. Helping you to learn to
understand the meaning of your dream—by journaling, studying, sharing your dreams with others one-on-one or in groups—
is our primary mission and the purpose of membership in our
esoteric organization. Enacting or manifesting the dream's hint
can bring healing and personal empowerment.
We seek to provide a balance and to give all cultures/nations,
voices and schools of thought an opportunity to be heard. There
will be times when a particular area of interest will be given
greater emphasis than another because of that which is surfacing and given the limited space in the print and Online Journal.
The emphasis will change over time to allow for a wide range of
ideas, opinions and areas of interest to be explored and expressed. We invite you to indicate areas of interest and questions
you would like to see explored on our website and in future
issues.
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by Tony Macelli
Tony Macelli is an artist, writer, and a
freelance consultant in the areas of education,
development work and planning, has been
working with UNESCO and until recently was
advisor to the Minister of Education. He lives
on the Mediterranean island of Malta with his
wife Nora. Together they have worked in several developing countries, especially India, as
innovative local development workers, managers, and trainers. He obtained four degrees
from three universities in mathematics, physics, community development, and systems
analysis of human settlements.
His current interests include developing
educational approaches that can attack poverty, as distinct from helping the poor, and he
welcomes information and suggestions from
anyone in this direction. He has made bookcovers and other artwork, and would like to
collaborate on dream-related or similar projects
to illustrate articles or books. His art includes
whimsical and dream-like pieces, spiritualmystical inspirations, and colourful landscapes. Contact him on or ICQ 117594388.
Email Mr. Macelli: tonynora@maltanet.net
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Editorial
O

ur planet and all species hereon
are in crisis. There’s no denying. It
is perhaps a strange thing to say, but
I come to appreciate times of crisis.
The word, crisis, itself is the Latin
translation of the Greek krisis: a
sifting, from krinein: to sift. Other
associated etymological words/
phrases are: able to discern, to
judge, to discuss. Going back to Late
Latin criticus: in grave condition.
Consulting Roget’s Thesaurus: Crisis:
critical, important or turning point,
danger.
‘Pinch’ is another reference and
as George Clooney said in the barn/
haystack scene in the movie Oh,
Brother, Where Art Thou?, “We’re
in a pinch!”
All of these words imply pressure.
Years ago, I had a dream in which I
am in a classroom with other students. The professor is using the
image of a pressure cooker drawn on
the blackboard and a pointer stick
to convey the very clear message
that in order for the pot not to explode, the pressure valve must be set
aright, allowing release, to be relieved. Very straightforward... and
applicable. What do we do—not only
to relieve the pressure—but to take
advantage of the opportunity... to
change... individually and collectively?
I’m reading a book that is helping
me and which may prove to be controversial: The Reincarnation of
Edgar Cayce? Interdimensional Communication & Global Transformation
by Wynn Free with David Wilcock.
The book is, in part, doing just what
the title questions: exploring whether David Wilcock may be the reincarnation of Edgar Cayce and providing compelling evidence to indicate
he is. That in itself is intriguing, but
the deep value of the book for me
comes from the messages and/or
channellings that Wilcock communicates from a soul group who call
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themselves the ‘Ra.’ I have found the
book—especially the transmissions/
channelings—to be most informative
and enlightening; somewhat of a blueprint for how to survive these critical times. Such messages as, ‘Don’t
listen to the news,’ and ‘Remain focused on the work you’ve been given
to do to fulfill your purpose,’ ‘Prepare yourself to withstand even more
pressure,’ and much more. Understand, please, that I am a cynic—and
yes, discerning—when it comes to
‘channels’ and ‘channeling,’ but much
of what I’ve read thusfar rings true.
May I share a passage from the ‘’Ra’
which is typical of references made
throughout regarding the importance
of our dreams?
“This is why we stress again the
importance of dreamwork, as
every dream is an intervention
that is best suited for your
needs at that particular time—
and such a requirement will remain ongoing for as long as you
reside within your physical body.
The dreams will help you to understand why the difficult
events in your life are happening so that you can learn from
them. And they will also cultivate humility, by not letting you
run away with the idea that you
have suddenly finished all of
your work and can relax.” (p. 280)
It may seem unusual to you for
me to say I value crisis. But the
deeply painful and difficult times in
my life when I’ve been in crisis have
provided openings to learning that
might otherwise have gone unnoticed.
In crisis, the ‘doors of perception’
are cracked wide open. The dreams
gifted during such times remain a
backdrop, guiding my thoughts,
prayers and actions each and every
day. The synchronicities that occur
point the ‘Way to Go!!’ I can assure
you, from my own experience, that
finding oneself at turning points,
crossroads and crisis, ultimately
does—as Chaos Theory suggests—
lead to a higher order. What applies
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in each of our lives applies also to
the collective.
In this issue, you will learn how
various artists and individuals employ Dreaming as a Practice. Dancing and acting dreams into conscious reality, writing and looking
deeply into the mess of it all, to
provide substance and energy for
healing and creativity. This issue
is full of Ways to take advantage
of the opportunity in these uncertain times. It’s all inside. The Powers-That-Be thank each of you
who contributed for your sharing
and teaching.
HERE, heart-felt thanks to
Victoria Vlach and April Chase for
the great work they have done
over the past years as Review Editors. In this issue, Victoria—who
is working full time and has recently begun training as a massage
therapist—sings a loving Swan
Song to Justina Lasley’s new book,
Honoring the Dream. NOW, please
extend a heartfelt WELCOME to
Kim Birdsong and Bambi Corso—
both of whom are graduates of
Pacifica Graduate Institute—as
our new Review Editors. Kim is additionally offering her talent and
commitment in editing articles and
conducting interviews.
Here, now... WOW! Thanks to
long-time friends, colleagues, and
an abundant infusion of energy, we
have recently purchased new computer/printer hardware and software and will have launched our redesigned website by the time you
read these words. Thank you All,
Deeply. Please forgive errors you
may find within these pages; this
represents a quantum leap and it’s
a bit overwhelming. There’s a distance to cover before reaching
‘the other side’ and all this newness assimilated and mastered.
Finally, a loving adios in this
human dimension to Graywolf/
Fred Swinney, who has moved on
to greater things and whom I know
remains also with us in Spirit. ♥

Letters, Questions
& Dreams
Desiring Dream Friends

T

hank you for your letter and
current information on Dream
Network.
I have been into dreams since
the ‘70’s. All during this time, I
wished I had a dream outlet with
like minded people. I do know a
metaphysical group that meets
once a month. We do some dreamwork, but they are not into it like I
am. Although, we do have some
insightful meetings when we
discuss dreams.
I had my initial training into
dream interpretation with the
A.R.E. in Virginia Beach, VA.
I now live in a very rural community and it has been hard to find
an organization open to the information with no restrictions.
I would like to purchase a back
issue, however, I can’t decide
which one. In dealing with interpretation, the problems with emotions
seems to be the most difficult for
me. Do you have an issue dealing
with this subject? Before committing to a subscription, I would like
to read an issue. If you have no
issue with that focus, please send
one you feel will be most interesting.
Thank you for your help. Love
and God Bless.
Alyce Fiedler, Lena, IL
~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~

A Letter to Dr. Brown
Re: Deja Vu

(conveyed by Art Funkhouser)

I just read an article about your

studies with Dr Brown concerning
Deja Vu.
It was most interesting. However, through my own experiences
I have developed a slightly different concept of the idea that you
might want to explore. I’m sorry
to bug just you with this e-mail,

but I couldn’t find any of the other
people listed in the article and
this has always been a pet subject
of mine. Maybe you can pass the
idea on to the others listed in the
article if this is not in your area of
expertise. I know this might sound
crazy, but I am certain that this is
true having documented it in
writing over the years. In the
article from the NYTimes there is
a young lady that keeps a log of her
Deja Vu experiences. I too kept a
log but approached it from another aspect. I kept a log of
dreams that I had.
Since I was very young, I have
had many cases of Deja Vu and of
dreams that have came true. I
have also always been a very light
sleeper and have been very cognizant of dreams that I have had the
night before. As these phenomena
occurred I became curious and
started a dream journal and was
surprised that I could go back and
actually identify dreams that
actually happened. After awhile I
became tuned to dreams and
discovered that the Deja Vu were
really just dreams that I had not
been conscious of at the time. I
realized that the deja Vu was
actually just the emotional high
point or trigger for the dream.
Once the trigger occurred in
reality the whole dream would play
through my mind in fast foward
and trigger the feeling of familiarity. I know this sounds weird but I
assure you that I know it is true.
A study arranged around this
premise would be quite revealing.
Please feel free to pass this along
to any others who might be
interested or discard my e-mail
to the trash bin where most think
it belongs. I will not be offended.
But I thought the article was
interesting, and there are not many
people who want to talk about this
so I thought I would send my
experience along to those investigating it.
John Bartell
john.bartell@verizon.net

Conversation between Art
Funkhouser & Kelly Kapp
on Deja Vu
Kapp: In the first article you sent,
I can relate to the remarks about
how detailed the Deja Vu experience can be. When I experience
those “weird dream-feelings”,
things such as sound and taste are
all as they were in my dream.
Funkhouser: Yes!
Kapp: In the second article you
sent, the 3rd hypothesis of dreamrelated Deja Vus describes my
experiences almost exactly. I was
also interested in the theme of the
banality in the precognitive dream.
Whenever I experience the “weirddream feeling”, it always involves a
simple, everyday activity. I can be
just riding in a car with my mother,
something I do all the time. One
day at work I experienced the
feeling while on the phone with
someone. I should probably start
keeping a journal of these experiences, but I am usually too shaken
up after the experience to deal
with analysis.
Funkhouser: What is it that shakes
you up about them?
Kapp: All of this talk of precognitive dreams makes me wonder how
possible it would be for all humans to
become psychic if we could just
harness the power of our dreams.

Art Funkhouser
<art_funkhouser@compuserve.com
“Kapp, Kelly M”
<kkapp@bellarmine.edu
~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~

Blood Dreams

Seeing my poetry, Blood

Dream in the current issue was a
wonderful surprise!
If you don’t mind, I’d like to
reveal something “strange” that
occurred to me. Yesterday, I had a
feeling Dream Network was about
to arrive. I thought it would be in
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my mailbox, but it arrived today.
When I was on the beach today, I
was thinking of the blank book my
daughter bought me, you know the
kind with the old, papyrus-like
paper?
She also bought a black feather
pen and some ink.
I thought to myself that I must
begin to write some of my better
poems in it. An idea then came to
me to write one of those poems in
my own blood, which would be
somewhat difficult to do. I realized
it may take a long time (I only cut
my fingers carving 2 or 3 times a
year and I was not going to cut
myself over a poem.) The most
appropriate poem I decided would
be “Blood Dream.”
When I saw the new edition of
DN, a strange feeling overcame me.
I felt as though somehow something of mine was in it but I immediately said to myself, “Don’t be
foolish; you haven’t submitted
anything for a while.” When I
opened DN it immediately open to
the page with my poem on it! I was
so surprised! I must ask, dId i send
you that poem in the past?
Thanks also for putting the
picture of me. To be honest, it has
to be around eight years old.
Again, thank you and continue
the good work!
Jude Ace Forese, Bronx, NY
~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~

Creating a
Delicate Balance

(from our copyeditor)

I

know it must be a challenge to honor the open-hearted
and open-minded policy of DN—to
balance the desire to be a vehicle
of sharing and expression for ALL
dreamers (even if they are not
writers) AND the aspiration to
improve the quality and professionalism of the magazine. Overall, the
issue was great, but truly there
were some questionably written
pieces—both in form and content.
Many years ago, I put out a
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little newsletter called Natural
Lighting, which I distributed in the
local women’s bars, hoping to
inspire all of us drinkers and
damaged rebels to get in touch
with and express our creative
sides; there was absolutely NO
censorship—I promised to eventually publish whatever was submitted, space permitting. The experiment lasted about two years and
was a lot of fun and brought a lot
of people together and sure did
improve the quality of my life at
the time.
I guess what I’m trying to say
is: I really relate to the idea of an
editing policy that gives people—
who normally would have little
chance of being published—a venue
for their writing. However, the
lover of the English language in me
does a lot of wincing when I proofread DN. And I wonder how realistic it is for DN to go “bigtime”
without being more particular about
the submissions. What kind of
conflicts, ideas, etc. do you have
around these matters?
Dream Strong,
Lorraine Grassano
San Francisco, CA
~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~

Request for Artist,
Chris Grassano
(Lorraine’s sister)

B

est always to all contributors!
The journal just gets better and
better.!
In V23, #1, “Oh, Deer! A Dream
of Cooperative Healing,” I just love
that illustration. In the event that
I am able to include illustrations
when I publish my book. I would
like to contact Chris Grassano and
also ask you for permission to use
that illustration. I’m not there yet,
but should be thinking ahead. Could
you let me know how I would get
permission. Thanks.
Elizabeth Howard, Gainsefille, FL
Lorraine Grassano’s comments are welltaken and published here as critique
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for me as well as a request to present
and aspiring contributors: Take Note.
Elizabeth Howard’s request is published here to thank Chris Grassano
for her frequent contribution of
excellent artwork. (Ed.)

~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~

R

Another Great Issue

eceived another excellent
edition of DN. They just keep
getting better with each issue.
The work you’re doing is outstanding. Best wishes to you and
yours. God Bless!
Dean McClanahan, Springfield, MO
~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~

The ‘Real’ Martians
(A dream)

I see George Bush Sr. ordering
storms from a printing press in the
basement of a church. I see John
Kerry in a dry hot spring or sinkhole, fountain of youth in the state
of Florida, or “Flowery Easter,” in
a church. He has sacrificed his
daughter here in order to bring
the spring for the church once
again. I descend down into the eye
of hurricane Ivan which is a dead
black hole in Prometheus Lake
inside a baseball stadium. The
blackness is intentional so that no
one can see what is happening
here. I am assaulted on the way
down by Islamic “football” players,
soccer playing terrorists in the
field of dreams. I am tortured
with shock treatments, lightning
bolts from “God,” Mel Gibson, as an
Asclepius attempting to get to the
bottom of this blackness, this
utter blindness about how monsters are created in the basements of churches abusing creation in order to drive the sheep
into the fold and bring the Kingdom. I get all the way down to the
bottom of this black hole where I
find the dismembered, torn apart
body of Kerry’s daughter of
dreaming, of Joseph tossed in the
pit. There are parts of her-him
lying all over the landscape being

feasted upon by vampire priests. I
look out across the baseball field
behind this murder and can see
scores, hundreds of “dreamers”
standing beneath an apple tree
talking to a snake selling dreaming,
their brother, to the church for
the black ops, weapons department.
All they have to do is forget what
they have done, the covenant they
have made when they wake. They
have all made deals to benefit from
the enslavement of dreaming
to create monsters.
The first beneficiary of these
deals I see is Stephen Spielberg
being given the inspiration for
Jaws. It will make him hundreds of
millions of dollars and frighten
millions of dreamers out of the
waters for good where the actual
body of our dream child has been
sold. Jaws represents the “Rainbow
Covenant” of “Peace” with God. He
then gives all the power of our
Promethean dream child to a
deformed alien with a “finger of
God.” He makes millions from this
one too. Thus we are driven up out
of sleep away from the murder site
and forced to long for the stars,
for “Heaven,” for “God.” I am
aware here that it is the Church
that is at war with human kind and
that it is its stated intention to
conquer the world for a Kingdom of
God, in actuality a Sky Net Law and
Order computer program and that
it uses precisely dreaming, dream
rape, to gain access to every single
human being. I attempt to give this
truth to the editor of a magazine
on dreams but find that her office
is IN A Church. Meanwhile the
hurricanes, the Frankenstein
storms, rise from the pit from
which the church is raising them.
Dumbly, like drunken Manchurian
candidate assassins, they seek
their creators and batter the
state of Florida, the “Flowery
Easter” for regency politics
and the renewal
of the church by blood.
Jeff Lewis, delfi@centurytel.net

Thanks for Making
the Relationship Booklet
Available
I’ve already read the Relationship Booklet and it is really great!
In fact, I like the author Janice
Baylis’ style of writing so much I
have purchased her other book,
Sex, Symbols and Dreams from
amazon.com. Thanks for making the
booklets available at such a reasonable price.
Cheers, Sue Grossman
North Beach, WA
~~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~~

I

Hope for Growth

t was nice sharing with you the
other evening. Thanks for getting
back to me regarding how to send
the write-up that I did on prophetic dreams. I love the Dream
Network journal and the work you
all do. I hope it continues to grow
and reach more people; the information is so important! Be well.
Again, thanks for the work you do.
Warmly,
Sandy Steckling,
Kingston, WA.
~~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~~

Our ‘Letters’ section
is the place for you to ask
Questions about dreams
—even your own dream—
and to share your
experience, inspirations,
criticism/critique—
even your dreams.
You may also choose to
initiate a controversy
or debate!
~~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~~

Help an Eleven-year-old
Understand

F

irst of all, I’m eleven years old.
A couple of months ago, I dreamt:
My cousins, sister, mom, my
three aunts and I are going on a
road trip to Florida on Easter vacation.We stop by a wooden house
because my aunt loves it. When we
get inside, nobody is there. We
search all over, and then I see a
room we haven’t examined. The
adults are just talking about the
scenery of the wooden walls and my
cousin found a pink, 4-year old
playhouse. Then we climb to the
tallest floor which is a sunny attic.
When we get there, my cousin is
saying “Today Jesus dies.” Then,
with the smallest brightest sunlight,
Jesus appears wearing a garment,
only on his bottoms; he did not cover
his upper body. He is carrying a
cross, and has a thorny crown on his
head. My parents and family are
waiting outside with my cousins and
my sister. I love Jesus! We get
along... and every floor we explore,
we talk and Jesus carries that cross
suffering with it. Then he says he
has to go now to die... like all the
villagers are waiting to give him a
beating. I start crying and offer to
carry the cross for him but he says
no. I disagree with him and plead to
stay and say I will take the cross,
but he says no. My cousins are sad
but not showing emotion.We go a
few stairs up, then I cry hysterically
and look at him a few times and he
says “Everything will be all right, do
not worry.” He kisses and hugs me
and disappears. (I think I remember
saying good bye and that I love him.)
Then I see him being beaten by
people across the street. I see him
bleed and die. I hear him saying,
“Forgive them, they do not know
what they are doing.” The last thing
I say is, “I love you Jesus.”
NOTE: I never saw Passion of the Christ.
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A week later, I dream I am going
to the bathroom at night and I see
Jesus with his thorny heart showing
and his hands up. He is shining so
bright. I was terrified and confused.
Sydney, Corona, NY fmed64@aol.com
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An Interview with Gabrielle Roth
by Jeanne Schul-Elkins

Jeanne Schul-Elkins: For more than
thirty-five years, your work has been
entitled “ecstatic dance.” You have
described the five universal rhythms
—flowing, staccato, chaos, lyrical and
stillness—as a way to “sweat your
prayers.” Could you help us understand how these movements offer a
“gateway” to the soul?

Gabrielle Roth began her
exploration of trance dance in
the mid-1960s and has
devoted her life to honoring
and communicating the language of primal movement
through her 5Rhythms™
5Rhythms™.
Her workshops connect the
currents of world music,
poetry, and theater with the
ancient pulse of shamanism.
She is author of Maps to
Ecstasy, Sweat Your Prayers,
and Connections and has a
number of musical recordings
available on the Raven label.
You can discover where
Gabrielle’s next workshop will
be by visiting: http://
www.ravenrecording.com/
schedules/withgabrielle.html

Gabrielle Roth: Each of us is a moving center, a space of divine mystery.
And although we spend most of our
time on the surface dealing with the
daily details of ordinary existence,
we hunger to connect to this space
within us. We yearn to break through
to ecstatic states of consciousness,
to be swept away by the beloved, and
this longing is organic to who we are.
As a young dancer, I made the
transition from the world of steps
and structures to the world of transformation and trance by exposure to
live drumming. It was the sixties on
the wild coast of Big Sur, and sometimes these drum sessions would go
on into the wee hours of the night.
The beats, the patterns, the rhythms kept calling me deeper and
deeper into the trance. These dances
took me from the edge of myself to
the moving center; as I went on this
journey again and again, I recognized
that the same movement patterns
carried me to this blissful place.
In a parallel universe, I was
teaching movement to thousands of
people and began to observe that
these patterns emerged on all dance
floors, in all bodies. And so I named
them and began a life long apprenticeship to the “5Rhythms!” Being
young and wild and free, it didn’t
dawn on me that in order to go into
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these deep, ecstatic places, I would
have to be willing to transform absolutely everything that got in my
way. That included every form of inertia known to man; from the physical inertia of tight and stressful
muscles, to the emotional baggage
of depressed, repressed feelings,
the mental baggage of outmoded/
outdated dogmas and attitudes, philosophies. In other words, I’d have
to let it all go. I’d have to let everything go. And, anyone who wanted to
go on this journey would have to do
the same.
Thus, a body of work was born in
the sixties that is at least seventyfive thousand years old, and is now
maturing into a contemporary Zen
shamanic practice that has planted
its roots and spread its wings into
communities all over the world.
The concept of soul has been abstracted by religion. But for me, it
is a visceral reality. It is when the
body, the heart and the mind are
completely hooked up into a unique
expression of the unified field. In
other words, it’s when our style kicks
in, and we truly become who we are
with our own voice, our own dance,
our own fashion, all the accessories
to our fabulous fingerprints.
The “5Rhythms!” catalyze and
speed up this process. In fact, they
make becoming who you are a totally
irresistible process.
Jeanne: Early in your career, you
worked with Fritz Perls at Esalen.
How did he influence the direction
of your work?
Gabrielle: Fritz Perls was a genius
and a friend. He uprooted therapy
from the past and planted it in the
Dancer sketch by Tiffany Wilhoite

Gabrielle Roth
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get to know who we are in the most
direct, intimate way. Through movement we become familiar with the
messages, stories that we carry in
our shoulders, in our hips, between
our legs, and under our arms. The
body is the gateway to the entire
psyche. Through the body we enter
into the landscape of our inner world,
which includes our feelings, our
thoughts, our dreams and our realities.
Jeanne: You emphasize connecting
with imagination and intuition in your
approach to dance. Does stepping
into this realm of non-linear, symbolic thought process help bring
about “Trance-Dance?”

present; he turned it upside-down,
taking it out of the head and putting
it into the body. He loved dancers,
and when he found out that I had
put myself through school by teaching dance to kids on playgrounds, old
folks in senior citizens homes,
schizophrenics in mental wards, junkies in halfway houses, he was ecstatic. He invited me to teach movement to all of his gestalt therapy
groups at Esalen. Thereby, he created the first lab in which I would
begin my archeological dig into human nature.
Jeanne: Gestalt Therapy, which
Fritz Perls created, has a very specific approach to dreamwork. What
is your experience with dreamwork?
Gabrielle: Writing my dreams down
turns me on. It’s a deep and intimate
way to get to know myself. Dreams
fascinate me, they’re very theatrical, and I treat them as such in my
work. I love to stage them as ritual
theater pieces. There is something
about making them visual and visceral
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that allows us to go beyond them and
take the next step, to make choices,
to move beyond the dream. We can
use the dream as a diving board into
a sea of possibilities as artists, as
healers, as lovers.
Jeanne: You are often quoted as saying, “the body never lies.” Would you
talk to us about what that means
within the context of your dance?
Gabrielle: It’s not that the body
never lies, it’s that the body can’t
lie. We’ve all had conversations with
someone who is telling us how good
they’re feeling, and yet we pick up
an entirely different message. Perhaps we feel the weight of their sorrow or the edge of their anger coloring their words, shaping their body.
What we’re seeing is not what we’re
hearing, or what we’re hearing is not
what we’re seeing, or some combination of both. The truth is what we
carry in our bodies. The deceit is
what we struggle with in our heads.
At the root of my work, we are
learning to listen to the body, to truly
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Gabrielle: No. Trance-dance is the
gateway to an intuitive, imaginative,
inspired way of being. In the “5Rhythms!” practice, we’re stretching the
mind as well as the body, and exercising it as a muscle so that we are
stepping out of our old, tired patterns, into our own style of moving,
Our ego lives in a state of unconsciousness and self-consciousness.
But our soul lives, moves, and
breathes in an intuitive, imaginative,
inspired zone. When we dance, we
shift our attention from the chattering monkey-mind to this soulful
dimension. We can do the dance of
the dolphin, or the dance of a stone
or a spider. Through the dance, we
can connect to the spirit in all things.
Jeanne: What do you mean by
“Trance-Dance?” Could you help us
understand what it looks like?
Gabrielle: Trance is a tricky place, a
place not many understand. It’s a
mindful state that only happens when
you get out of your way and fall into
your true self so deeply that something inside clicks and you are simultaneously being and witnessing yourself. It’s not true that trance is a
spell that someone else puts you under. Trance is hypnotic but it’s not
hypnosis. Nobody can put you in a
trance but God, and God makes you
beg for it. It takes a lot of preparation to let go of being the mover and
allow yourself to be moved.
It looks holy. ℘

Dream after reading Starhawk’s

The Fifth Sacred Thing
I had been reading Starhawk’s

The Fifth Sacred Thing,
staying up till nearly midnight,
my heart & mind so engaged
it took forever to let go to sleep.
I woke at 7:30 on the far edge of a dream.

There are a woman & a man.
The woman, slender, in a black leotard,
is describing emptiness with her body,
curving it into a circle.
She moves with great economy.
She becomes thinner & thinner.
The man, also slim, wears white kimono.
He is doing Japanese brush painting,
inking strokes on one sheet of paper
after another.
He takes up his brush,
loads with black ink,
to inscribe the last gold-flecked paper
with one broad stroke.
The meaning of this stroke
is fullness.
by Karen Ethelsdattar
Background sketch by Tiffany Wilhoite
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D ream Theatre Company was founded
during a blizzard, late one night in Russia. I have been in several blizzards in my lifetime—Chicago, Colorado Springs, Pittsburgh, Cambridge,
even one freak ice storm in Shreveport Louisiana. I thought that I
understood the drill. “Too much snow means all work comes to a screeching halt.” But not so in Moscow. To them, a blizzard, two feet of snow,
jagged icicles the size of your arm, three inch patches of black ice, is
nothing more than a small inconvenience that you are expected to overcome. Shops remain open, the streets are still packed with cars, and
the people still bustle around as if it was just another day. Moscow is
the only city that I have ever lived in that everyone has had the experience of slipping on a sidewalk and falling down all the way on their
backs. But no matter where you’re from, you’re in Russia now, and like
its people, you must learn to endure.
14
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by Jeremy Menekseoglu

R

ussia changes you. utterly.
It is a country shrouded in past miseries with an
eerie supernatural quality that has to be experienced to be believed. For instance, I spent a frozen day wandering through an old cherry orchard
that led to an abandoned church on the top of a
hill. There, beneath the dead trees, was a small
cemetery that had eroded away so much that the
caskets where now sticking out of the ground. And
as I entered the cemetery, suddenly there was no
more sound. The howling wind, the squawking birds,
all became silent. I stood there, listening to the
nothingness until I became so afraid that I turned
away and left. And as soon as I passed the broken
gate, all sound returned. I had a similar, yet more
terrifying experience at the grave of Stalin. I’ll
write that one down in a play some day, but nobody
will ever believe it.
The next thing that Russia does to you, is infest
your dreams. Dreams in Russia show you things that
you have never thought before and it was through
this that Dream Theatre Company was born.
Through my dreams in Russia, I realized an amazing phenomenon: Dreams are the purist form of
Truth. A truth that, when presented on stage in an
honest and exciting way, pours to the Audience like
a river. No matter what the story, be it of atrocities, purest love, innocence, hypersensitive powers,
the end of the world, the birth of the world, the
supernatural, all can be believed when they are
treated with this sense of purist Truth.
All writers have the rule of ‘Write what you know’
beaten into them by every professor, critic, and
anyone one else that feels it a duty to remind them.
But guess what? You know more than you realize.
In dreams, the entire world is yours. Really yours!
Made whole by your imagination! The sleeping mind
creates patterns and subplots and ideas that, although they may seem fantastic, are only you. They
are your purest Truth.

Dream Theatre Company harvests that Truth and
then opens it before an Audience. We take the Audience into the reality of our dreams and they experience first-hand our truth. Sometimes we bring
them into nightmares. Sometimes into moments of
love where all is well and beautiful: Perfection. We
do this with dreams. We connect with dreams. For
in our dreams we are all our most honest selves. ℘
Jeremy Menekseoglu has written more than thirty-five plays;
over twenty of which have been successfully produced throughout the United States and Russia. Kerry Reid, a critic from the
Chicago Reader, described SISTER 121 “As if Ayn Rand had
scripted a snuff film, it might have turned out a bit like (his) new
play.” Nina Metz from the Chicago Tribune wrote that ANNA, IN
THE DARKNESS was “a chilling experience.” This February, his
plays will premiere. THE CAGE at The Chicago Cultural Center;
ISMENE will be produced at the New World Theatre in Indiana.
Jeremy is a founding member and Artistic Director of Dream
Theatre Company. www.dreamtheatrecompany.com
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The Artist and the Tidal Wave:
How Dreams Can Save
Your Creative Life
© 2004 by John D. Goldhammer, Ph.D.

“Inside you there is an artist
you don’t know about.”
Rumi

F

or many years
the occasional dreams I remembered appeared to be either unintelligible nonsense or exhaustive
dramas about frustrating work scenarios. I would wake up in a panic,
relieved it was just a dream. But one
December night over twenty years
ago, everything changed. I dreamt
that I was looking through a tiny window in a massive, ornate door, intently curious to see what was in a
mysterious room. I was startled to
see a huge single eye looking back at
me intently. That winter night I began a remarkable journey that forever changed my life, an adventure
that continues to this day.
Beginning with that dream, the
floodgates opened and a torrent of
dreams spilled over the walls of my
well-planned and quite ordinary life.
They contained thematic images,
symbols, and dramas that moved
through my life, leaving strange
tracks, exotic fragrances, tearing
down old buildings, setting fires. I
was captivated. I committed myself
to understanding their real meaning
and gradually filled five dream journals with thousands of dreams, all
the while voraciously reading everything I could find on dreams, symbols, the imagination, and theories
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and techniques of dream interpretation. Several years later, another
unusual dream was the catalyst that
inspired me to leave a lucrative business career, return to school and
become a psychotherapist specializing in dreamwork.
The poet and philosopher, Ralph
Waldo Emerson (1803-1882), once
suggested a stunning possibility:
that Dreams may well have an analogy with our whole life and fate.
I couldn’t agree more! After
twenty-plus years of researching
dreaming and techniques of dream
interpretation, working with over
twenty thousand individual dreams,
I discovered something extraordinary, something with tremendous implications for both individuals and
for our planet. I realized that the
majority of our dreams have a profound intent and purpose; they stand
as guardians at the gates of the human spirit, defending us from all
manner of nefarious influences. In
fact, our dreams focus, with laserlike precision, on freeing us from
anything that is self-negating and
self-defeating. Dreams are like a
master sculptor removing everything
from the block of marble that is not
‘elephant.’ This natural process
slowly but surely brings one’s Authentic Self and particular genius
into clear definition. Like a fog lifting as the sunlight emerges, we begin to see and to know exactly what
it is that we must do with our life.
This astonishing characteristic
of dreaming has tremendous implications: it means that we each have
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an inner, spiritual and psychological
defense system designed to not only
insure the survival of life as we know
it but also to facilitate the evolution of the human spirit and change
the world we live in.. To be sure, our
dreams are social activists. They intend to derail the status quo, to dynamite the careening train of a routine life. Dreams want the individual
life to become a creative intervention in the social order.
Here is a fascinating example
that appears to be a specific memory
of dying: Terri, a beautiful, exuberant eighteen-year-old rebel, had a
frightening dream immediately after joining a spiritual group. She had
the dream just as she was in the process of moving across the country
so that she could be near the minister, a commanding, charismatic woman in her early sixties who she described as “my spiritual teacher.”
Unfortunately, over time, the group
evolved into a very destructive cult.
Many years later, after finally leaving the group, we worked on that old
dream that still puzzled her. Back
then, her spiritual teacher told her
the dream was from a past life in
Pompeii and that was the end of that.
The dream had always haunted her
and just wouldn’t go away. Her dream:
I am on a beach at the ocean
painting with an easel. There is a
woman with me also painting. I
then look out and see a gigantic
tidal wave nearly on top of us!
Then I look back
at my painting and my friend
and I realize everything has
(Continued on page 45)

Creativity
and its
Shadow
by Robert Johnson

“Enough has been said
about Creativity, too much to
my mind. I wince when I
hear of creative writing,
creative suffering, creative
exercise, etc. My own shadow
bellows from its rude cave,
‘”Fine! But where is the
destructive writing, destructive suffering, destructive
exercise?”’ Nothing exists in
our human dimension
without its opposite close by.”

Our culture is slow

to accept the fact
that every human experience is based on pairs of
opposites. It is strange that a fact so obvious should be
largely ignored, but that ignorance constitutes one of
the worst forms of suffering that moderns face. Every
creative act carries a saurian tail, a shadow of its
opposite. Day exists only by virtue of night; warm by its
constant companion, cold; feminine by masculine - on and
on, encompassing every human experience.
Eric Neuman startled me into a finer differentiation
of this subject by saying that something is masculine
only in the presence of something more feminine than
itself; exactly the same thing is feminine when it is in
the presence of something more masculine than itself.
The implications of this ran like a shock wave through
my whole philosophy for many a month. We speak of the
Unity of God and the Oneness of Enlightenment; but
these are rare experiences for a human and are
purchased by moving out of the time-space duality which
is our human definition.
Enough has been said about Creativity, too much to
my mind. I wince when I hear of creative writing, creative
suffering, creative exercise, etc. etc. My own shadow
bellows from its rude cave, “Fine! But where is the
destructive writing, destructive suffering, destructive
exercise?” Nothing exists in our human dimension
without its opposite close by.
I designed and built a clavichord D’Amour many years
ago. None have survived from the l7th and l8th centuries
when it held a high place in the musical world; only one
paragraph in an obscure treatise on instrument building
describes its physical structure but long paragraphs of
the fineness of its tone and the observation that it is
the ideal instrument to accompany voice, violin, etc. did
survive.
If I was to hear this fine voice, I would have to
build an instrument from the meager description of the
one remaining short paragraph. I spent two winters of
spare time in the designing and building; a fine instrument
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“When I was studying with Toni
Sussman in London I grew weary of so
much interior work. To balance this I
found an old harpsichord builder and
apprenticed myself to him to learn his
art. He proved to be a poor builder but a
master at the nearly lost art of inlay. So
my clavichord D’Amour is my one
foray into both instrument design and
the art of inlay.
The point of all this is that I was
daily reminded of the polarity of all
experience; I was shuffling around in
piles of wood shavings, companioned
by glue pots and a general mess of cast
off wood and metal as I fashioned this
delicate instrument. The glue was the
old horse hide concoction, perfect for
inlay work. Horse hide glue? - skin an
old horse, boil its hide for a week, skim
the fat off, boil it down to the proper
consistency, etc.
Mess: that is the lesson I learned
exactly parallel to finding the dulcet
tones of the clavichord D’Amour probably the most delicate and refined
sound of any man-made instrument.”
resulted. I was so pleased with it that I spent nearly as
much time on decorative inlay of the case as the
structure itself. When I was studying with Toni Sussman
in London I grew weary of so much interior work. To
balance this I found an old harpsichord builder and
apprenticed myself to him to learn his art. He proved to
be a poor builder but a master at the nearly lost art of
inlay. So my clavichord D’Amour is my one foray into
both instrument design and the art of inlay.
The point of all this is that I was daily reminded of
the polarity of all experience; I was shuffling around in
piles of wood shavings, companioned by glue pots and a
general mess of cast off wood and metal as I fashioned
this delicate instrument. The glue was the old horse hide
concoction, perfect for inlay work. Horse hide glue? skin an old horse, boil its hide for a week, skim the fat
off, boil it down to the proper consistency, etc. etc.
Mess: that is the lesson I learned exactly parallel
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to finding the dulcet tones of the clavichord D’Amour probably the most delicate and refined sound of any
man- made instrument.
The accompanying mess affected me deeply.
So, what about the mess that man makes with any
activity he engages? What about the poor horse? That
is our subject to examine now.
I evade the subject and sense the collective
reluctance to look squarely at it. Mess! How can I cope
with this concept when I was born and bred into the
worship of the good, the beautiful and the true?
There is no way around it but to plunge into this
collectively proscribed subject. At risk of rudeness, I
have to say that Shadow and Shit have remarkable
parallels. There is one notable difference - to be noted
later on - but the parallels are nearly exact. To create
or choose the good is to extract what we value from
the vast array of stuff that greets us from all sides;
the alchemists called this stuff the Prima Materia, the
material from which all creation springs. We eat natural
food, extract from it what is useful to us - and excrete
the rest.
Mankind seems to be the single - or at least the
principle - carrier of the search for the good. The rest
of creation seems content to take what is, or at least to
follow its instinctive patterns of the right way to do
things. Man, on the contrary, is not easily content and
wants to improve everything he touches. There I was,
improving the state of wood and glue and metal and
varnish - to make something better of it. I like what
came of the work, but I am in severe danger if I lose
track of the mess I made in the process.

So, what about the mess?
Christian man drifted off into a trick so cheap that
it is unbelievable; he sold himself the idea that there is
no mess or at least that it was polite to hide it and even
play as if it did not exist. So much of our personal
world consists of playing as if we don’t have
perspiration or dandruff or smell like a billy goat, or
make frequent calls to the bathroom. Carried to its
extreme, we can not even stand direct names for the
toilet we use daily. An article some time ago pointed
out that in the Anglo-Saxon world a new synonym has
to be found for our toilet as soon as the recent name
becomes clear in its meaning. Toilet turned into
lavatory which turned into bathroom which turned into
rest room which turned into wash room which turned
into WC which turned into ——. Our reluctance to face
our shadow is very strong.
Our reluctance to give dignity to our sexual nature
is far worse than our unease in the lavatory department.
Christianity departed from its most basic tenant: that
Christ (the prototype of man) is equal parts Man and
God, equal parts of Earth and Heaven. Much of basic
theology concerns itself with this fact and the word
(Continued on page 39)

VAN HELSING’S NEPHEW
An Epic, dreamt by Curtiss Hoffman

A chubby boy, about 12 years old, wearing glasses, is visiting his uncle for a week. His uncle is a rather mysterious and

eccentric man who dresses in fancy 3-piece suits and has a watch on a gold chain. His house is full of antiques and has finely
polished wood panels and window frames, with diamond-shaped window panes. He is a person of wealth and good taste and, as it
happens, a powerful White Magician. The boy has visited his uncle before, and is fascinated with his way of life, but he has never
stayed for this long a time before. His uncle has permitted him to bring a friend with him, and he has chosen a thin Latino boy about
his age. While they are exploring the house, they discover a curious instrument tucked away in a cabinet. They dust it off, and they
find that it is a ring of fine reddish-brown wood about 4 inches in diameter, with 3 brass knobs set at 120 degree angles on the
perimeter. The ring fits into a stand of the same kind of wood, but it can be picked up and rotated to any angle. The uncle finds them
examining this in the living room and tells the boys that it is an aleitheometer, and that one can see wonderful things through it if one
uses it correctly. He demonstrates how to do this: they have to pick a prominent point on the horizon, like a tower, and line up one of
the brass knobs with it, and then keeping this orientation, mount the ring in the stand.
Using the ring as a sighting device, they should look through it and it will show them a different reality.
They try this several times, and they are fascinated with the results. On one attempt, the Latino boy gets a glimpse of a blond
sailor to whom he is attracted. Night has fallen, and the uncle goes to bed, first warning them never to use the aleitheometer at night.
The boys are sleeping in the living room. The Latino boy cannot sleep; he wants to use the aleitheometer to see the blond sailor again.
He does this, and the sailor is at once aware of him and tells him to extend his hand towards the ring. He does this, and the sailor
reaches through the ring and grasps the boy’s hand. He then steps through the ring, fully materialized. The chubby boy, awakened by
this, is a little concerned about not following his uncle’s warning, but the sailor — who is really a Black Magician in disguise — tries to
reassure them. He tells them that the uncle is really very old-fashioned in his attitudes. He offers to bring the boys through to his
world, where he says that he will show them many wonders. He is tempting them while at the same time he warns them to be quiet so
as not to awaken the uncle. The Latino boy is eager to explore this new world, but the chubby boy is afraid of what may happen. As he
continues to resist, the uncle awakens and comes into the living room, dressed in a maroon silk night robe. As soon as he and the sailor
see each other they drop into defensive crouches, and they proceed to engage in a magical battle which results in both of them,
grappling with each other, falling into the ring into the other world, and disappearing. The boys are very worried. Some time passes, and
then only the sailor returns. Following him are some of his allies. He tells the boys that he has defeated the uncle and that he will
never return. He has now come to take over their world. He and his allies draw the boys’ families to the house, where they put them
under their mesmerizing influence. The boys are horrified, but there is not much they can do. The sailor takes them all to an old
warehouse and leaves them there while he and his allies and their family members go out to spread their spell to others. The Latino boy
speaks to his companion; he is genuinely sorry for having fallen for the sailor’s line and causing all this trouble. The chubby boy,
almost in tears, forgives him. He takes out the aleitheometer, which he had hidden under his night-clothes. He sets it up and aims it
toward a tall radio tower on the horizon. He is doubtful that anything will happen, but after a while a small cloud gathers in the world
beyond the ring, moves toward it, and passes through it and materializes as the uncle. He praises his nephew for having had faith in
him, and accepts the apologies of the Latino boy. They ask him how he’s going to deal with the sailor and he says, “Don’t worry, I’ve
brought help.” They see just a glimpse of a figure in a hooded cloak of red, orange, yellow, and black. The sailor returns with his
people and sees the uncle. He says, “So, Van Helsing, you have returned. I challenge you to another fight—this time, to the finish!”
Van Helsing (the uncle) replies, “I’m glad you put it in those terms, because I’ve brought a Hoarder with me.” The cloaked figure steps
out from behind him and removes the hood—the boys can see that it is a woman with dark hair and penetrating eyes. Van Helsing uses
his magic to hold the sailor fixed to the spot, while the Hoarder drains off all his energy and sends him and his allies, powerless, back
through the ring to their world. She then disappears. The family members are released from the spell. They all return to Van Helsing’s
house. The uncle congratulates both boys on having passed an important test, and makes a gift of the aleitheometer to them. He
predicts that this is only the first of many magical adventures they will have together.
Comments: This was such a wonderful product of the unconscious,
complete and unedited, that I hardly think I even want to analyze it!
Though I can see some classic archetypal imagery at work: the mysterious uncle (like Lyon Merriman in Susan Cooper’s The Dark Is Rising book,
which I was reading at the time), the Shadowy Latino boy whose nighttime curiosity leads to the manifestation of his own blond Shadow, the

magical device (the aleitheometer — “the measure of truth” — is taken
right out of Phillip Pullman’s His Dark Materials series, except that this
instrument is less complicated), and the feminine Hoarder, dressed in
Fall foliage colors. Van Helsing, of course, is Dracula’s nemesis in Bram
Stoker’s novel—and there is a new movie/now showing, named for him. I
was blown away by this dream, and I am looking forward to the sequel! ℘
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Dreaming Humanity’s Path

I Understand
I am in deep space and a planet to my right begins to
implode and scatter throughout the darkness.
I realize that I understand everything that is needed to
know and I awaken in the morning with the words
“I understand, I understand.”
When I am fully awake I regret having left the knowledge behind.

Second Dream
Looking up at the night time sky, I am aware that the
clouds have moved to reveal an incredibly beautiful
observation of stars, planets and space stations above me
of enormous proportions. If I reach out I can touch them.
I feel a little apprehension about it but don’t know why.

Red Planet
I am standing on top of planet earth watching the rising
of an enormous red planet dwarfing the Earth. Then I am
aware of being back in deep space observing the deep
crevices and markings that cover the red planet.
20 Dream Network/Vol. 23 No. 4/Vol. 24 No. 1

Frequently Asked
Questions About Dreams
An Interview with Jungian Analyst, Barry Williams
by Jeanne Shul-Elkins
at the Journey Into Wholeness Conference, October 10, 2004
Transcribed and edited by Kim Birdsong

Barry Williams
Williams, M.Div.,
Psy.D., a Jungian analyst
in private practice in Taos
NM and Evanston IL, has
had extensive experience in
wilderness pursuits and
experiential education,
including eight years
teaching with Outward
Bound. He has a major
interest in ritual forms that
express the psyche’s participation in the archetypal
wholeness which nature
represents. He has been one
of the leaders of the
Temagami Vision Quest in
Canada for 14 years.

Jeanne Elkins: Barry, one of the
things you do is dream gathering.
Could you talk about that?

JE: Could you talk a little bit about
that position you hold as ritual elder?

Barry Williams: Well, Jean, the idea
of dream gathering came to me from
something I’d seen done at an international conference. People would
gather early in the morning to share
dreams and sit in a spiral. What we’ve
brought here is the idea that if we
pay attention to the dreaming process
of the community, that we’re creating a container that contains the unconscious. It ritually contains the
unconscious process of the community even though we’re just doing a
fragment, perhaps one-tenth of the
people participating, each day. This
is holographic. It suggests the whole.
There is a perception ritually that
this material has a place to go, and
thus is not running amuck through
projections in the community. It is as
if the unconscious in the community
feels that it is being heard. When the
gathering of the dreams is without
any commentary, or with only a sentence of commentary to locate the
meaning of the dream, the community
has the experience of being listened
to deeply. I act as the ritual elder
figure, the one figure who is receiving, holding and understanding this
material, even if I don’t in fact understand the dream. Ritually it’s the
experience of being understood. It’s
part of what we’re trying to accomplish in the whole conference: a complete ceremonial cycle. To assure
psyche is being listened to deeply.

JE: You also hold that space and talk
about a safe container, and it’s felt
by those of us in the room. Can you
help us understand about how you
create that safe container?

BW: I’m more of a ceremonial leader
in a way, though I am not leading anything, exactly. There is a sense that
someone has a foot in both worlds: in
the waking, conference, relating, interpersonal world, and also a foot
firmly in the dreaming unconscious,
wild, natural world. A ritual elder is a
bridging figure, someone who bridges
between the gods and the mortal
world, and someone who can travel
back and forth between them. So listening to the dream, the message
from the other world, and speaking
to the dreamer in the same moment,
connects the worlds together.

BW: That’s a mystery, really. The
idea is that I cannot do anything.
My biggest contribution to a community like this is to try to create a container that is strong and safe enough
so that the archetypal energies can
constellate within the group. If the
container is held correctly, there can
be the possibility of some transformation, of healing, or of people getting across thresholds in their lives.
The dreams can emerge in an ever
greater way, perhaps. The container
is built on trust and understanding
and the community feels it. The more
we establish trust, the more the com-
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munity feels it and the stronger the
container. The stronger the container, the more trust, until we can
be a community that’s sharing its
deepest truth. That’s an extraordinary event.
JE: Can you help us identify archetypal energy in our dream work?
Sometimes you give feedback to the
dreamer that you need to either pay
attention to your dream or die. What
are the red flags? Should we as the
dreamers see the red flag ourselves?
BW: What I often say about dreams
is that they exist on multiple levels
at once. There’s the very personal,
the historical, familial, the social,
cultural, and what we’re calling archetypal: the realm of the gods. In the
dream groups, what I’m striving for
is not to have a therapeutic result,
but that the healing potential in these
groups will come from paying attention—not exclusively—to the archetypal ground of the dream. My feeling in this kind of work and dreamfocused community is that we can
have lived a moment of the experience of the ‘Great Mind.’ This is what
I often call the mind of Nature itself (referred to in many ways in
dreaming: the mind of the dream, the
dreammaker, the Self, God). I prefer to call it the Mind of Nature, because it is that which is completely
natural in its totality which is communicating through or to us—that is
rising to consciousness. I like to pay
attention to trying to get us to have
the lived moment of the experience
of that mind which is pure meaning,
because it’s really the totality of
things as it tries to come into the
human realm. If we do not pay attention to it, we cannot live. When I use
dramatic language like, “get this, or
it will kill you,” it’s not that dreams
can kill, but if we do not hear this
voice, we cannot live. By living, of
course, I mean we’re not living our
complete lives.
JE: Often in dreams, animals manifest. Yesterday in the dream group
work, the images of snakes and eggs
showed up. Can you help us understand
where we should go when we have animals appearing in our dreams?

BW: I think that the biggest mistake
people can make, and often do make
these days, is running to their animal
symbol dictionary. I often counsel
people to throw these dictionaries
out. The best thing you can do to
amplify the meaning of something is
to understand what it is that this
thing does. If we want to know about
snakes, we need to think about
snakes. What are snakes? How do
they live? Where do they come from?
What do they eat? What do they do
in the seasons? etc. An indigenous
person looks at an animal and knows
everything about it: knows how it is,
what it looks like, what it does every
day of the year.
The second thing to do is to understand any personal encounters. Maybe
this person was bitten by a snake in
childhood or had a traumatic encounter, or their mother was afraid of
snakes. That would be crucial to know.
Only then go to the cultural stories,
and only then try to understand about
meaning conceptually. If you read in
the symbol dictionary that snake has
qualities of this and that, then you’re
starting to think about it. The snake
or the animal in the dream, like the
dream itself, has to have a kind of
living presence in the discussion.
JE: So you’re approaching it from a
much more intuitive level than an analytical level?
BW: Yes. That’s one of my favorite
topics, thank you. My thoughts about
dreams are not so much that we bring
our considerable intellectual tools to
a dream to use them to amplify what
we’re seeing or what we know. The
idea is not to bring it out of its realm
like an animal out of the wild into the
zoo, but also to allow ourselves to be
drawn into its reality. That’s why I’m
talking about the living presence of
the meaning field of the dream. This
field is not intellectually experienced.
It’s almost like we’re the problem the
dream is trying to solve. Of course
that’s just the opposite from the way
most people think about it: that the
dream is presenting us this cryptic
puzzle that we need to dissect and
understand. You can do that, certainly, but usually that understand-
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ing only goes so deep. We waste the
opportunity of a dream remembered
if we only use it to try and understand
our own lives, really, because there’s
that other quality to it: that the
dream is a living being, virtually.
JE: So when you’re working on a
dream, are you seeing it as images?
Is it a being? Is it an image?
BW: What I‘m looking for when I
work on a dream is a subjective experience within me. I cannot teach a
methodology about dream interpretation, I can only teach an attitude
towards it, out of which would come
a certain kind of methodology. If you
teach a methodology, then you’re just
getting a kind of cookie cutter assembly line. If you have the proper attitude, then the approach to the dream
is quite different. What I look for in
myself is an experience of an unfolding, that the meaning of it begins to
rise up like the mist. It goes from
static to alive. It’s possible this is my
own ‘way,’ but it’s something that I
can just feel. I feel it in every cell,
the rightness and the meaningfulness
of it. This is dangerously close to imposing my interpretation on the
dream, but I try not to do that. I try
to bring it out and let it be alive between us. When it’s alive between us,
then we can watch and comment and
not impose an interpretation. When
you can feel that it’s alive and functioning—that you’re in the story, the
dream has gripped hold of you—then
the story comes alive in its meaningfulness. Meaning is always related to
the energies of the Self.
JE: A lot of people dream about sex.
One of the agendas that came up in
the group dreamwork was a statement
you made: Often in dreams, sex isn’t
about sex, it’s about the life-force.
Can you help us understand that?
(mutual laughter)
BW: What else do you say? Sex of
course is a frequent motif in dreams,
but in my experience, it’s rarely anything to do with sex, sexuality, or with
genital sexuality. What is the purpose
of genital sexuality? In human beings,
of course, it is for the purpose of life.
From the psyche’s point of view, that’s

essentially the intention. New life, of
course, is not a child. It’s the energies of two opposites brought together to make the whole that generates new life. This happens between individuals, and it also happens
within the individual. When we’re
dreaming of that the classic
conjunctio, it is for the purpose of
all possible kinds of new life and soul
emergence.
The classic example, of course, is a
man dreams of a very seductive
woman who is not his wife. In the
dream he thinks, “I can’t do this, because this isn’t my wife.” This is all
very well and good in outer life, but
what is he neglecting to connect with
in his inner life? There’s this thought
that it’s not okay to do this because
we have this thing called monogamy.
From the psyche’s point of view,
there’s an energy that needs to be
addressed or that is addressing him,
and it’s nothing to do with sex. It’s
to do with the life-force itself. That
is what really wants to be activated,
to be expressed, to find a channel,
to find a union, and wants to result
in creation.
JE: Along those lines, money is another issue that shows up. Your
statement was, “Money is not about
dollars.”
BW: Money is never about dollars in
dreams. The dream doesn’t care how
well off we are in life, it only cares
about how much energy, how much
“where-with-all” we have. Money
dreams are more often images of the
life force, libido, flow, fire, of spirit.
Can we be a player in life? It’s not
about consuming and purchasing and
paying the bills. It’s about what we
have available to us. The psychic
world is about reciprocity and not
about capitalism. Can we pay our way?
Do we have enough? Are we impoverished? In other words, do we have
enough to make the world happen
around us and pay our way reciprocally with the other world?
JE: You often use the expression
that the dreams are dreaming us.
That’s thick.
BW: That’s a hard one. Well, Many,

many people have the experience—at
least occasionally, or once in their
lives—of being the one who is moved.
Sometimes in meditation, people will
have the experience of being breathed. I have a friend who is a runner
who says that something is running
him. It really is the presence of the
Self. One of the great notions in
working with the unconscious is the
experience of what Jung calls the
relativization of the ego. The ego, the
individual, suddenly experiences that
s/he is not the master in her/his own
house. You’re living in someone else’s
house and that you are the moved to
the mover. You would never say, “I
created this dream,” or “This is my
dream.” I/you/ego could not have created any dream in a million years. It’s
impossible. It’s this great mind—or all
of nature, the gods themselves—who
are thinking and creating in this way.
This is the way the Self thinks. We
are the creation of this thought process. Most people think that you do
something and then you dream about
it. Sometimes it appears that way
chronologically, but it’s probably the
other way around. What we’re doing
is what we’ve already dreamed or
what is dreaming us. What we call our
waking reality is the infinite variables
of life coming together like the
weather—virtually—in a single moment of what we’re calling reality,
which is totally over-determined by
the unconscious process. So in that
way we are dreamed into being.
JE: You often warn us that when we
are about to tell a dream, we are going to be telling everyone what we
know least about ourselves.
BW: Well, dreams emerge from the
unconscious. I always love the anecdote about Jung when he says apparently in some frustration, “You have
to remember that what’s unconscious
is unconscious.” In other words, it’s
unknown. There’s only a small bit of
the personal unconscious that we can
actually make conscious. The rest is
unconscious. It’s unknowable. When a
person has a dream, it’s the unknown
that is emerging toward consciousness. A nice point about dreaming is
that by the time you’re dreaming of

something, it’s well on its way to consciousness. It’s when you’re not
dreaming of it that it’s running you
unconsciously. If you’re dreaming
about it, it’s on its way towards consciousness and that’s when you can
bring it out and learn a little bit. So
if a person tells a dream in a group,
by definition he or she is saying what
they don’t know about themselves.
Thus it’s a very fragile offering and
needs to be respected as such. That’s
why I caution people that it’s not
hunting season—it’s not open season
on the dreamer. They’re not fair game
for your projections, because it’s a
very delicate, fragile, vulnerable place
in which they’ve put themselves.
They’re offering something that’s
unique and beautiful which deserves
and needs to be deeply respected.
JE: Barry, can you talk a bit about
your process of working with dreams
in your professional practice?
BW. Rather than me being the guide
of the process, I’m letting the unconscious, the dreams, largely be the
guide in terms of what we discuss. All
the great motifs will be there. Over
a long period of time, if the person
can be related to this magnificent
fabric of meaning that contains their
personal lives—and at the same time
displays all of the wonders of heaven,
as it were—then this lends tremendous dignity and depth. That’s where
the healing can come from. Jung was
very clear on that. So in other words,
when the archetypal worlds manifest
through the dreams—and I believe
that’s the way a person can connect
with it—then the emotional result
around that is healing. It’s the emotion that one experiences in the body
that infuses the person, the whole
selfhood of the person, with the
transpersonal energies of the archetypal world. When that happens, each
in its unique way, then lives can be
changed.
JE: Can you talk to us about those
dreams that are so visceral that we
wake up feeling physically the person
we were carrying or where our hand
just was… a kind of belief that it really did happen?
(Continued on page 32)
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Dreamtime
Star Gazing
by Mildred Rosario

T

here are times when Dreams
take us on unexplored roads to learn
new things. Such is my case. Several
years back I had dreams where I was
specifically requested to look up information about the Constellation of
Bootes and I did so. But, that’s all I
did; I learned a few details about what
Astronomers knew then about Bootes
and let it go recorded and forgotten
into my dream journal. I didn’t bother,
at the time, to integrate any information about Bootes to anything pertinent in my life.
Time passed and then I was again
presented with the opportunity to
learn something new, only this time it
did not come as easily. I dreamt that...

I am talking with a wonderful
middle-aged man who is obviously a
very good friend of mine, even
though in real life I do not know this
person. We talk about our families
and hobbies and then decide to take
a walk. We walk for a while, then
enter a restaurant and sit down to
eat something. I look out the window
closest to me and see some reflected shadowy movement. I stand
up, move in closer to take a good
look and see two beautiful peacocks,
red and shimmering in glowing red
light. I am so enthralled with the
view that I call out to my friend and
tell him I am seeing two very
eccentric, red peacocks shimmering
in red light! My friend comes over
from the table, looks at them,
smiles and tells me, “They are not
eccentric, this is the way they are
supposed to be... and still are!”

I awoke that morning feeling very
well but knowing that I had to go
learn about the “two red peacocks.”
I knew the message inherent in the
dream was important and decided to
hit the search engines and see what
I could come up with. I looked up
“Peacock” in mythology and learned a
lot in that area. I kept looking up the
birds’ habits and felt it was nice information but nothing that really
made me feel that I had come upon
the right interpretation. Being bi-lingual, I placed the word “Peacock” in
Spanish, “Pavo,” and the Constellation
of Pavo was displayed on the screen.
As I read the description of the Constellation and learned it was made up
of two very uneven but bright red
primary and companion stars, I
sensed that this was the information
I was seeking.
I translated most of the article
into Spanish and emailed it to my
study group in South America. The
response came quickly. About two
days later they advised me that the
investigation for “Pavo” was underway! They were to investigate and
correlate some important spiritual
facts about this constellation and
they thanked me for the information.
Needless to say that if I was confused at first on how to get information on the peacocks, I was even
more confused when it was confirmed
that the information received in my
dream was correct and needed! It
was a very powerful realization to
learn how little knowledge I had of
the heavens regarding Astronomical
and Astrological points of view.
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This was the beginning of new work
habits in my dream journals. Every
time I had a dream, I went straight
to an astrological calendar and took a
look at what was happening up there
in the sky. I did not even know what I
was looking for, but I took a tremendous leap of faith and knew that someone who did know about Astrology
would show up and could interpret the
symbols for me. From another magazine I looked up the “fixed star” of
the day and investigated the mythology behind that. This proved to be
particularly helpful in understanding
the “hidden opinion” behind the dream.
I would then look up the Astronomer’s
favorite picture for the day on the
internet and also wrote it down. Another great leap of faith; since I had
begun to understand the interrelatedness of everything, I knew the Cosmos up there somehow had to resonate with what was happening down
here... and that the Astronomer’s
sense of beauty would pick the right
picture for the day.
Writing it all down took time, great
effort, research and some experimentation so as to learn what information
was pertinent, but it was well worth
the time. I also learned that I could
not choose one science above the
other, but had to learn “scientifically“
from Astronomy about the wonderful
Universe that surrounds us as well as
the ancient mythological interpretations that were given by Astrologers.
All of these two areas were important and interrelated in my dreams.
As I became more familiar with these
areas, wonderful new revelations were
opened to me. When researching the
information, the dates coincided with
happenings up in the skies and cosmos.
The more familiar I became with
Astronomical terms and visual identification of celestial bodies and
Astronomy’s new discoveries, the
more information I started receiving...
with more “realistic and closely related visuals.” It was not long before
all the detail work started to connect
very well within my dreams. I would
receive specific, wonderful gifts during Leonid or Quadrantid Meteor
Showers, Equinoxes or Solstices. It
was wonderful to discover that for
several years, my healing dreams came

to me during the same dates.
I will never be a professional Astronomer nor Astrologer, but realize
that for dreamers everywhere, these
tools can be of great help and service. Using the Internet to navigate
related, great sites can provide easyto-reach research tools and there is
free software that will allow you to
keep track of the moon phases and
astronomical visuals that can help, too.
DREAM AUGUST 2001

I am visiting a building that specializes in Advertising and Public
Relations. I am looking for someone
in particular to discuss some details
about something (I do not remember). I walk into a room and see that
it is in the process of being renovated, I walk into another and see
that this room is filled and busy
with very delicate machinery. I walk
towards the wall and notice a table
with three transparent, flat, acrylic
screens that are showing magnificent pictures, mainly in shades of
red, orange, some grey and pockets
of black. As I walk closer, I notice
that the three screens are showing

three sections of some remarkable
picture from Space. I do not know
what it is, but I know it is from
outer Space. I ask the Office
Manager what these are but she
smiles and does not tell me.
Regarding this dream, the moon
was in Perigee to the Earth and it
would be further clarified by the....
ASTRONOMY CALENDAR FOR 2002
Christmas Day 2001: I am unwrapping a gift from my sister that is an
Astronomy Calendar for 2002.
Inside the cover page
is something remarkable.
I awaken screaming and go get my
dream journal. My painting of the
beautiful three acrylic screens and
the inside cover page present the
same image! It’s the center of the
Galaxy as processed by the twin telescopes “Two Micron All-Sky Survey
(2MASS)” in Arizona and Chile, in which
they have captured the Milky Way galaxy and galaxies that lie beyond.
This dream genuinely surprised
me. I felt the light and understood,
once again, that it might have some-

thing to do with what was happening
out in Space. I did more research and
learned that the Earth would be in
Perihelion to the Sun on January the
4th, and the Moon would be in Perigee to the Earth on January 10th. I
understood then the uneven sized
knobs could be representing the
Earth and Moon. It was a wonderful
dream!
I decided to use this dream as
one of the three that are presented
in this article, since it was taking
place in a “building dedicated to
Advertising and Public Relations.”
My study group and I all had a good
laugh at my reaction and it’s nice to
have confirmation, once again, that
dreams relate to what’s happening
all around us... on many levels. ℘
References:
Wonders of the Universe: Hansen Planetarium
Websites: .http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/
EarthSeasons-.html
http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/astropix.html
http://www.winshop.com.au/annew/
http://www.dibonsmith.com/
http://home.earthlink.net/~cosmichand/
Contact Ms. Rosario Ojeda at Box 7891/ PMB
138, Guaynabo, PR 00970-7891
Email: mro@prtc.net
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Dreaming Inspired Poetry

Dream of a Rock
It was a dream about a smooth black
rock and the silent way it fell
into a pool of clear, still water.
It did not hard back to childhood
or recall the old family dramas.
It was just about a rock and its gradual
descent when dropped from a height
of about six inches above the waterline.
It did not intermingle fragments
of the day and jumbled bits of memory.
It merely took notice of the silence
with which this action was accomplished,
the water’s density, its depth
without concern for what my mind had
turned over and over the night before.

26
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Falling into Water
by Jackleen Holton

Its journey was steady and one
of singular purpose, played out
in real time, or so it seemed.
Nothing in there about losses nor lessons.
It did not analyze human weakness.
It was more about calm, if it was about
anything at all. And those tiny globules
of air that cling to an object falling.
It didn’t have a sense, the way dreams
often do, of someone or something in my life.
So, perhaps it could be said it was
just a dream about, if anything,
the quiet way the last bubble rises
from the stone that finally resides
at the bottom of a crystal pool.
And that was all.
27
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“Passing It On” by Artist Ben Schnirel, Moab, UT

Automatic Writing
and the Understanding
of Dreams

Dreaming Humanity's Path

Energy Gestalt
“I am dreaming, observing a number of
beautiful, ever-changing,
multicolored globes of light.
At the same time, I am observing a UFO
and beings that have similar form to ours.
The globes of light are communicating
with me, they say: “We impress thought
forms of UFOs, and beings, upon you so
that you have a frame of reference; you
could not stand being among us as we
are. We do not have form as you have
form, yet your essence is our essence. You
may call this spirit, an energy gestalt.
Bear in mind that your knowledge and
concepts of reality are very limited.
Do not fear us, we mean you no harm.”
1
This is the only dream I’ve experienced
regarding beings that consist of multicolored
lights. That they mean us no harm may not
apply to all that we meet in dreaming or waking
awareness.

T

by Dean McClanahan

here is more than one way to approach our dream life in order to gain the meaning and understanding of this reality. Automatic
writing and information gained from a “voice
trance channel” can shed light upon our experiences in what is labeled the dream state.
During 1986 a woman who had at one time attended my dream group, six years prior, contacted
me and desired to once again become involved in
dream work. At that time I did not have a group
but agreed to work with her over the telephone.
During late 1987 I attempted to teach her Jung’s
concept of “active imagination.” Simply stated, it
is to write a question regarding a symbol or the
meaning of a dream on a pad of paper. Watch the
screen of the mind in a meditative state and observe what surfaces; write what you are given on
the pad. She experienced remarkable explanations
of her dream experiences; I urged her to continue
in this development. One evening, she telephoned
me and complained of how slow the pen wrote. I
advised her to speed up the writing. She responded
with, “I’m not writing, the pen moves by itself.”
This was the forerunner to establishing a voice
trance channel. I shall call this woman “Terraja.”
The name given her by the speaker’s who communicated through her. The following dreams are
those of Terraja.
(Italics indicates understanding given by automatic writing.)
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November 21, 1987. I recall going to a new women’s spa that
cost $32.50 to swim. Here you were
taught how to fly with wooden wings
to avoid falling into rattlesnake pits.
This was on top of a mountain or high
hill with thousands of rattlesnakes
in a valley. Some men were urinating
on the snakes and were able to go
over the snakes without being bitten.
I couldn’t fly with wooden wings. I
had a difficult time climbing up because of the rocks but I was determined to get on top. There were
squirrels on top of the hill that
taught me to avoid snakes. I was
thrilled. I became daring to these
snakes because I knew these safe
techniques. Later, I am driving a car,
someone is with me. I want to turn
right but I can’t. There is a lot of
traffic congestion, the light turns
green and I must go forward. I make
a “U” turn because I’m on a dead end
street. I go back to the intersection,
the light is red and I must wait.
Snakes are unknown areas of your
realities; the pits are where they reside. Getting bitten is the result of
experience of unknown areas. Wooden wings cannot fly over the earth.
The men urinating on the snakes are
your reasoning, cleansing it in order
to fly beyond these areas. Squirrels
are very smart and can overcome obstacles. These are symbols of subconscious motivations. Thirty twofifty is the completion of learning
process of the physical you. Being
daring is that you experience the
unknown and you are not afraid anymore. You must go forward for you
must avoid an accident like a dead
end. You turn around and go back to
the intersection; you missed your
turn and missed something great.
Now, you must wait until the green
light comes again. You were only tested.
November 23, 1987. Dean
and I are walking on the street. A
white Chow comes up to me and asks
me if I am Jane. I tell it I am Terraja.
It jumps towards me as if striking at
me. It puts my knee in its mouth; this
hurts. Then it begins going back behind my head. I wonder why Dean does
not help; then, he pulls the dog away.

You and Dean are on the same
road, literally speaking. White Chow
is an experience of good, by you and
he; dog attacking your head is sudden burst of thought. Dean does not
need to help but you think he does,
so he does it.
November 24, 1987. A man
is curling my hair. I am talking to him,
saying that there is something familiar about this area. Someone said,
“Maybe you have lived in this area
before.” I said, “There is no spirit
haunting the house, but a familiar
spirit of the house.”
Man is curling thoughts of reasoning. You have familiar thoughts
from previous lifetimes that had
same opportunities. They should
haunt you so this will not be missed.
November 30, 1987. I was
at the hospital; I saw a giant laser
gun blasting paper and trash on the
parking lot. Then, it was aimed at me.
I was frightened of this; it was some
sort of treatment for my sex organs.
I then recall receiving radioactivity.
Later, I go into a door and I am in a
white astronaut suit. I am going to
run the laser gun now. I was awarded
something.
Being in hospital is healing symbol. This laser gun is destroying useless information and trash parked inside you. It being aimed at you is
some sort of treatment for sex organs; this is where all of the energy
is stored. Laser gun is higher instrument, it disintegrates instantly. You
are being prepared to become transformed. Receiving radioactivity is
another form of energy being received. Being in a white astronaut suit
is a suit prepared for space travel,
out of body experiences. Running laser gun shows you are in control of
energy being put out. You are being
awarded a great award of bravery for
doing what you are now doing (automatic writing; later, trance channeling).
December 6, 1987. I am lying
down, talking to a man lying besides
me. I like him very much. I found out
that he had been seeing a dark haired
woman. She was beautiful, but she
wanted to take this man away from
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me. I was furious at this man.
Dream of beautiful dark haired
woman is symbol of inner development
taking control of certain aspects of
you, taking away your own ego possessiveness and pride. You being furious at the man, this is your protection and security being threa-tened;
this is of morals and values.
December 14, 1987. Recall
painting pictures, putting reflections
of green trees on water. I recall how
I was going to finish Dean’s necklace
since the beads would not fit on the
string. Recall being stuck or trapped
somewhere; others were there also.
Dream of Dean’s necklace does
not mean that you are being someone that he wants; you are being you,
as the source of yourself. Beads are
a source of wholeness, of that not
fitting is not necessarily negative. It
is not something that you can put on
a string, no strings attached. Be yourself and be sharing of self, apart as
individuals and together as individuals. Painting pictures of reflections
of trees on water symbolizes the mirror of life on your self; green is
growth.
December 27, 1987. I recall
that I dreamed of trance dream. I
hear a man talking to me about this
experience and the writings. I was
all excited and called Dean about this
experience. There was some significance in this conversation with the
man and experience. Dean was surprised and excited also.
Man in trance dream was that of a
spirit guide on this side, explaining
to you that which you need to know
about. Dean will be spirit guide on
your side. We will show you as coming soon.
January 2, 1988. Dean moved
out of town. I recall that something
was attacking doctors and nurses.
Dean moving out of town is only a symbol. He will be having experiences
beyond this reality. This is nothing
to fret about; it will only be an experience. This something attacking doctors and nurses is a new system of
healing that is totally attacking their
practice (HMO’s).

January 3, 1988. I met Dean in
a dream. I was smoking a special cigarette. He said I looked the same except for one thing. I told him it was
the cigarette; seems as though I
threw it aside. Earlier, I had gone to
a gas station with mom and grandma.
Grandma bought me a pack of cigarettes called “True Seekers.” She
said that she knew what brand of
cigarettes I use to smoke, but
wanted me to try these. I thought
this was strange.
You meeting Dean in dream is exactly so though he did not recall this.
He did meditate in the morning and
you made the connection. Smoking a
special cigarette was not actually
smoking one. Where there is smoke,
there is fire; right? You had a fire
burning. Smoking a special cigarette
is a fire burning inside of you; in your
heart, like Christ had in his. You are
a “true seeker” within your heart,
burning with hunger and thirst.
January 6, 1988. I got three
ounces of Yogi Tea. I am meditating
in the dream; seems Dean is there
also.
Yogi Tea dream means that you
need more of that which you thirst
for from the universal mind. You have
some tea, but decide to get more. You
are pleased with the taste and refinement. Meditating, which you are
doing with Dean in the dream state,
is the two of you balancing other
things that you do in your physical
activity.
January 10, 1988. I’m inspired to paint again. I’m putting a
sapphire heart in a necklace that
costs $ 75.00. My mother and sister
tell me it is alright, I’m worth it.
This dream is symbolic of spiritual knowledge and enlightenment,
bringing into your heart center; this,
where all things begin. Blue, signifies
truth; sapphires signifies wisdom and
spiritual enlightenment. Being in the
shape of a heart is that center which
all begins in our being. You will begin
to paint again and create your expressions of your experiences which
will be different than any ever done.
You will be amazed by your aware-

ness, and those things you have
learned that were not focused consciously.
January 12, 1988. I get up
in the morning; my sister tells me
that all there is to eat is chicken from
Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant.
She is playing cards with slices of
chicken; this is peculiar to me. Something about Steve; seems as if he was
still in the bathroom. There is a rain
storm coming and we are taking shelter in the basement. I recall going
out into the backyard to get Brandy
(dog) inside. I see dark clouds in the
distant sky; they are approaching. It
looks like it is coming from the North.
It was already starting to sprinkle
rain. Brandy’s fur is damp. I come
back to the stairway to the basement; baby is nursing at my breast.
Rain! Yes, it is going to rain and
you should not get caught in it. The
temperature will drop suddenly and
it will freeze the rain. It would be
nice to have another session (trance
voice session) so we could get to some
basics, and get reacquainted again. I
am sorry about your unawareness last
night. You can receive without any
effort. Do not worry so, you are not
deceiving yourself, and you will be
surprised soon. You are doing fine, we
will help you as well, and we are in
the dream state. The next session
(trance voice session) we have together will be more successful. We
have all been practicing and have
grown accustomed to your body, with
your permission of course. I will inform you of the day when we can
come through. We know you are limited in time with your children. I am
an Indian; I knew you and Dean in
another existence. We learned much,
we were in an ashram, a monastery
together.
Now, the dream of a rain storm
coming. This is turmoil coming in the
emotions; not pertaining to this writing or to Dean but of some one outside. It has been coming about for
sometime. Maybe it is your sister and
husband; also, something to do with
them. Taking shelter in basement is
you going within to get away from
storm. You nursing baby is exactly

what Dean said. Yes, this is new experiences, a new phase of learning
and growing.
You are ready for this, do not be
afraid. Some of your beliefs have
been broken down and replaced with
positive ones. The heat you feel behind you is some energy to let you
know we exist; okay? You are doing
fine and this is meant to be this way.
Accept and go on living and experiencing life. We have been around all
your youth and will tell you about it
another day.
January 17, 1988. I recall
that Dean takes me to the hospital
to have his baby. It has only been five
months since I had last given birth
to a baby. It is now April and I have
to give birth to a new baby; it is
Dean’s baby.
There is no need to have proof of
this writing or channeling, you will see
and learn more. You can become
somewhat doubtful, just be open.
Your dream should give you some insight. It is telling you what is to come
in April. As I have said before, everything has to start inward before
it becomes outward. You did very
good last night; you saw all that happened (trance channel session). You
don’t have to be afraid; you are protected by the Christ Light. If you
would let go completely this pen would
follow easily and you would get better information, and more accurate.
You have a strong ego and you try to
control. One lesson for you to learn
is to let go of this. Dean knows of
this and is trying to help you. I would
like to see you again. The light you
saw was Vetandananda; you did see
Yogananda, but only briefly.
After automatic writing was set
aside, Vetandananda became one of
the main ‘speakers’ of the “voice
channel.” Terraja, impressed with
Yogananda’s book, Autobiography of
a Yogi, was hoping to communicate
with him. The “voice channel” ended
10 years later because of circumstances necessary for the further
growth of Terraja and my self. ℘
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BW: It really did just happen.
(laughter)
BW: Those are the dreams that
we’re drawn into deeply. The attempt
of the dreamer upon waking is often
to get away from that. “Let me separate from that reality.” But the point
is that the dream had you.... it was
having you, as if it put you to sleep
to have you. In some of those moments, you’re completely enmeshed
in the reality of that world and it’s
hard to return or to move out into
ordinary consciousness again, because the energy of the meaning of
the dream, for whatever reason, is
extremely strong at that point. It’s
really got you. It’s hooked you. These
are special dreams. They are the ones
that leave trails behind them in your
life and are to be respected and given
full attention.
JE: Where does one go with those
dreams other than to an analyst?
BW: It’s a great question. To an
analyst, of course. The analyst is not
only the one who can try to help you
understand these things, but then
also becomes a kind of initiating elder. When great dreams announce
the journey you’re undertaking, you
need to have a guide, because it’s an
initiatory journey. Initiation is an archetypal pattern that always requires a death through an ordeal and
a rebirth of some sort. Of course lots
of people analytically think, “Give me
the rebirth. Give me the new life. I
can’t wait,” and they forget that
there’s a death required, which is
often, if not always, excruciating.
Death is death. It’s hard to let go of
an old pattern, an old identity, an old
history, the old drama, the old story,
the old way of being, or the old vocabulary. It is very humbling because
you can see how the psyche is trying,
in the absence of a cultural initiation
pattern, to initiate the dreaming person.
JE: Do you see a pattern with time
of life, with people who come to see
you when these kinds of dreams
erupt?
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BW: One of my favorite things in
the last couple of years is to work
with some young men and women who
have gone to northern Hudson Bay on
expeditions to encounter the Grandfather of the North. This is the place
in many traditions where dreams
come from and a great place of wisdom. I sit with them on their last
campsite and listen to their dreams.
This is a lost age group. They’re leaving adolescence and trying to emerge
into young adulthood. The educational
system and the government, the family and the culture—everybody is saying something—but what is the real
pathway to the authentic life? A lot
of people lose their way at this point.
They decide to do something that
seems okay, but it might not be well
supported from the unconscious, and
they will burn out at some point. I
liken it to this: in the Pueblo world
of the southwest, when the masked
gods or the dancers enter the plaza
(because these are archetypal figures... they’re not human beings any
more) the ritual leader of the ceremony lays down a pathway on the
ground for them, often of corn pollen or cornmeal, to walk on. I think
youngsters’ dreams are like that.
These are like the pollen pathways
for them. If they can hear them, the
dreams will open the pathway into
their lives.
JE: There seems to be a lack of any
form of initiation at any change of
life in our culture. I’m wondering if
dreams….
BW: The answer if yes! Absolutely. Absent a cultural container
for these rights of passage, it’s up
to the psyche, really, to do it. Good
ritual is about aligning the individual
psyche with Nature and the Nature’s
way. When these are aligned, then
you’re doing something, often culturally... as it was in the beginning. The
way it was in the beginning is the pure
way of the psyche. If we no longer
have this, and what’s worse, if we’ve
lost our access to it, the psyche will
still be going ahead with its attempts

at alignment. It can feel crazy-making. If a person were part of a group
that had done an initiatory process
at an age-appropriate time, it would
be a tremendous experience. When
they’re doing it by themselves in the
midst of a social environment that
doesn’t support it, it can be quite difficult. You can see vestiges of rituals
gone terribly awry in the acting out
behavior of adolescents, gangs and so
forth. The point is, in the classic initiatory pattern the ordeal is for the
purpose of moving out of the old place
and getting into a place where you can
be connected to what we’ll call the archetypal realm. If we don’t do that in
our lives, if we have lost the connection to the source-place of that realm,
then we don’t know how to live. We
get lost. In the Plains culture, a person without a vision is not a human
being. They’re just people living their
lives, but they’re not a real human
being.
JE: Do we have permission to not necessarily understand our dreams as
long as we sit with it or go back to it?
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BW: At the very least, pay attention. Acknowledge that the dream
world does exist, that it is communicating with you. Write your dreams
down You can draw them, paint them,
sculpt them, dance them, do active
imagination with them, sit with them,
meditate on them. Just let them infuse you—even if you don’t understand them—because it’s usually not
something you can get with your mind,
in so many words anyway. At the very
least, live with the knowledge that
this process is going on. One of the
techniques I use is to imagine we’re
camped by a great river and it’s flowing by all the time, day and night, day
after day, year after year, millennia
upon millennia. From time to time we
go down and dip our cup into it and
drink from it, or use it to cook our
meals, or bathe in it, or take and use
the water for our crops. It’s only from
time to time we go to the river; meanwhile it is powerfully flowing by... all
the time. ℘
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“I Had
TwinBoys!”
A Dream Reading
by Charles M. de Beer
ADEL'S DREAM, 11/12-1-2005
Adel faxed me details of a dream:
“I had twin boys, they were very small,
but perfect. I saw the mucus on the one
especially, and that it was a boy.
The other baby, I recall telling every one,
was 5 months older than
the second baby but yet
they were born in the same dream.
It was too late to get to a hospital, the
babies were already coming. I just lay
down, with my father there. My friend
Sandy was also around but not as
prominent as my father. The babies just
popped out—no blood. I got up, and then
said, "My placenta is still in." Nobody
seems to worry. I just sat down and
Sandy cut it with a scissors, like big
pieces of liver coming out of me.
I was nervous, I thought she was going
to cut me, down there, but she was
happily getting rid of my placenta.
I did not see the second baby, if it was a
boy or a girl, but she told me, “Sorry, it
is another boy.”
I remember saying, "Shit, I now have
four children, three boys and a girl.”
In the dream, the birth of the first
baby was very explicit. I watched between my legs as his little head appeared and out he came, more a sideview of his face . He was small but a
lovely little thing. He was covered in
the mucus from me, but I did not notice any cord or blood or anything like
that.
Then the second one was born , but
I did not go through the birth like the
first one . It was there but not in front
of me. I did not see them together like
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twins, but I do remember saying,
”That is strange, I just had twins but
5 months apart.”
It was a very calm dream, not
stressful at all, even though having
twins at home should have been a
panic. My two year old baby was a
very difficult pregnancy and was
eight weeks premature, but still
weighed 3.2 Kilos. I did not carry him
full term. I remember thinking, “Obviously it happened again.”
Well, that is the dream. I am not a
big one for dreams, but this one really got me.
READING:Reading in the Curtiss book on numerology, The Key to the Universe.
page 170:
"Let us note one more thing in relation to the mysterious number Five.
It symbolizes at one and the same
time: the Spirit of Life Eternal and the
spirit of life and love terrestrial."
(Quoted from Mrs. H.P. Blavatsky book
The Secret Doctrine.)

The writers then state:
“5 is the number of Humanity and
symbolizes man in a two-fold aspect,
for man stands at the apex of physical evolution, the crowning point of
all the lower kingdoms, and the for
erunner and image of God.
Being composed of the 2 and the
3, number 5 shows that in humanity
the terrestrial and the Divine meet
and blend."

The text explains that the number 2
stands for duality (man a dual being:
male and female—also physical and
spiritual) whereas the number 3 points
to the Trinity of God (the 3 in One).
In my own studies, I noted from the
Qabala (Hebrew mysticism):
"Five : Everything that vitalizes, i.e.,
air, life, being.”
It is the symbol of universal life,
and represents the breath of man as
well as the Spirit and the Soul. Everything that vivifies: life and the abstract
idea of being. It emphasizes and gives
prominence to objects and persons.
In the dream, the 5 months baby
comes first, and the dreamer watches
the birth in great detail. This, as per the
above texts, represents physical birth,
physical existence. The second baby
arrives sort of unseen, and represents
the Spirit that abides in man, Spirit that
links man to God.
Similarly, in the dream, the "Father"
and the less in evidence "Friend Sandy"
represent Heaven and earth, the Creator and that which has been created:
"Our Father that art in Heaven," and
"To see the world in a grain of SAND."
In this sense Adel's dream is a parable applicable to the whole of mankind, showing that the Creator is of
more importance than His creation
(His creature), and that the latter, (the
creature) is in the world to glorify the
former (the Creator). In other words:
Man should infuse his physical life
(illusion, Maya) with the leaven of the
Spiritual presence (reality), enrich the
temporal with the eternal.
Paul, in his first letter to the Corinthians (Ch.6, v.19/20) exclaims:
"What, know ye not that your body
is the Temple of the Holy Ghost, which
is in you, which you have of God, and
that you are not your own.
For you were bought at a price,
Therefore, glorify God in your body
and in your spirit, which are God’s."
Our Father that art in Heaven, hallowed be Thy name,Thy Kingdom
come, Thy will be done in earth (in us),
as it is in Heaven...

And in more recent times Wordsworth wrote:
"Our birth is but a sleep and a
forgetting, the soul in us, our
life's Star, has had elsewhere its
setting and cometh from afar.
Not in entire forgetfulness,
and not in utter nakedness
But trailing clouds of Glory
do we come from God, who is
our home.
Hence, the body must be cleansed
(the placenta removed) for the miracle
of redemption (at one-ment) to take
place. Spiritual nourishment must replace the physical. This dream, therefore, is an archetypal picture, imprinted on the dreamer's mind, while
asleep, that the birth of physical man
is linked to his spiritual origin and that
the two are inseparable, twins for ever
and a day.
This is a quiet and peaceful inner
spiritual process, and requires no hospital, blood, cord or trauma. I presume
therefore that the dream is a message

to the dreamer to deepen her spiritual
awareness, to enrich her physical life
by the knowledge that there is a spiritual reality underlying and pervading
all physical existence. A message that
ALL men can and should heed.
She wrote, “I am not a big one for
dreams," which implies a lack of interest in the magic of life. Yet, she continues "but this one really got me."
I, the interpreter, can only hope that
some of the magical wonder of life will
filter into her consciousness from this
dream. My interpretation is based on
long years of studying dreams, their
origin, their import. However, I do not
claim that this is THE only meaning
of the dream. Wheels within wheels, I
may have missed out on some aspect,
and I urge the dreamer, Adel, to treasure and ponder her dream and, possibly, find other slants in it to highlight. ℘
Charles M. de Beer P.O.E. Box 598
Umtentweni 4235, South Africa
Email: dreams1@telkomsa.net
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Writing Fiction
with
My Dreaming Self
© 2002 Linda Lane Magallón

W henever I practice the art
of incubation, I rarely request a
single dream on a subject. Rather,
I’ll request more than one. If the
first dream requires clarification,
I might immediately incubate
another; sometimes several in a
row. Or I might wait until I’m out
of my current life phase, try again
from the new point of view and
compare the results using 20-20
hindsight. I’ve used the traditional
version – ask a question in the
waking state, expect a dream
response. And when lucid – ask a
question in the dream, expect a
dream response.
Maybe it’s because I’ve done so
much dreaming with other people
and understand the gifts and
challenges of relationship. Or
maybe it’s because I have a social
streak to begin with. In any case, I
value reciprocity with my peers.
But the traditional incubation
route is a one-way street. Practice
partnership with other folks, then
turn around and act like lord and
master to my maiden psyche?
Feels pretty one-sided to me. A
dream may well come in the service of health and wholeness, but I
don’t think it’s fair to treat my
dream psyche as if she were my
private servant. I finally realized
that I’d been acting like a dreamworkaholic.
36

So, one day I incubated, “Hey,
dreaming self, what would you like
to do?”
Her response was intense and
immediate. I had a vivid, creative,
fun dream. And then another. And
another. Given that I’d been
treating her like a workhorse
hauling out my day residue, I
suppose I shouldn’t have been
surprised to discover that she
wanted to prance in the sunny
meadow. (And play is healthy, too!)
Now, I enjoy non-fiction
writing, especially about dreams.
My dreaming self has starred in a
couple of my articles. But I’d never
written fiction based on a dream. I
knew that many people write such
stories about past dreams, without
once consulting their dream
psyches as they do. That sounded
rather nuts to me – to ignore a
potential partner who is intimately
involved in producing the dream in
the first place.
So, I incubated, “A dream that
is a complete story, suitable for
publication” just to see how my
dreaming self would react. The
response was very apropos, of a
sort that I rarely experience. Even
though I wasn’t lucid, I knew that
my mind was “making up the story.”
My dream psyche had created
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a very intriguing dream, but it felt
incomplete. I waited for her to
provide more, but it didn’t come.
It took me 6 months to realize
that, since I was interested in
developing a cooperative relationship with her, my waking ego
needed to contribute to the
project, too. Duh.
Life took off in another direction and it was a couple of years
before I finished my part in the
process. Our cooperative story was
debuted at a meeting of the local
Dream Creativity Group. I passed
copies of the sheets around so, as
I read it aloud, folks could see the
parts that came directly from the
dream and the parts I added from
waking imagination. The story
weaves back and forth from one to
the other, like the very conversation it is.
And I didn’t supply the name,
my dreaming self did. Just before
the visual dream began, while I was
still in the dark, I heard a voice
say “Flapdoodle” and I knew it
referred to the title of the dream
story! The word might be translated as “A foolish flight of fancy.”
Or simply, “nonsense.” My dream
psyche is such a kidder.
The portions from the dream
are typed in bold. Imaginative
additions are in regular type.

Flapdoodle
By Linda Lane Magallón and her
dreaming self, Casey the Flyer

T

he alien was waiting by the
passenger side of the car. I walked
over, unlocked the door, opened it
and she slipped into the seat. Her
belt was on before I reached the
driver’s side. I lashed myself in and
took a deep breath. Then I looked
at her.
She appeared like a bad copy of
my old friend Nina. Aged like cheap
champagne. She must have just materialized – the shimmer was still
evident. “Hello Nina,” I said sarcastically. “Nice to see you.” There was
no response. I didn’t expect one.
Aliens don’t talk much.
I turned the key in the ignition
and pressed the accelerator a couple
of times. The car sputtered, but the
motor caught. I was already late and
I didn’t feel like stopping to call
ahead. Besides, what would I say,
“Guess who’s coming to breakfast?”
Boys were playing baseball in
the street and I was driving much
too fast. I steered hard to the
far right curb to avoid them and
finally braked to a stop at the
corner. I gripped the steering wheel
with both hands and stared straight
ahead to regain focus. “Get out of
my mind or we go nowhere!” I
growled. The last of the paralysis
left me as the alien withdrew control.
At my parent’s home Pa was ladling out his famous flat pancakes
to eat with the soft-boiled eggs.
Aunt Arlene and Uncle Millard had
gone to Europe and returned with
some blue and white egg mounts
from Denmark. They came out on
Easter and odd occasions and this
was surely one of them. A long table
had been set up in the kitchen with
a tablecloth, the good dishes and
the silverware. Ma put out a new
plate for the alien with the same at-

titude she used to set an extra place
for my imaginary playmate when I
was a kid.
My younger brother Sam opened
up his egg. It had green goo inside. The folks around the table
argued about the exact color.
“Blue-green...like aqua,” said Aunt
Arlene. “No, teal,” said Pa, disagreeing with his sister as usual. To me it
looked a yukky greenish-grey. The
color of vomit.
“Don’t taste it!” someone said.
But I did anyway. It was sweet as
honey and smelled like a floral bouquet. The goo had dropped onto the
white tablecloth. I wondered briefly
if the stain would ever come out.
I gave the alien a hard stare.
Some more psychic tricks? She
looked back at me blankly. I realized
that none of the people ’round the
table saw the egg or the alien in quite
the same way.
I threw the egg in the trash and
left the house to walk down the
street. Of course, the alien came
with me. I stopped, looked back. My
parents’ house was a forgotten
clapboard island in a sea of dirt
plots surrounded by concrete sidewalks. The whole area was being
razed for a new expressway. The
alien bent down and started to run
her fingers through the dirt.

checked the rest of the messages.
There were no other assignments.
Then I checked my purse. Yes, I had
enough money for gas. Aliens never
pay.
We met at Union Square
Square. I gave
this one a good looking over. Sometimes I amuse myself by imagining
that there’s more than one arm down
a sleeve. Ridiculous, of course. Aliens
look and act just like humans. Except,
they seem to shimmer at times.
That’s how I know they’re aliens.
I saw two more of them come
out of Macy’s department store and
cross the street, heading our way.
They were wearing finely polished
bull horns. You see a lot of strange
sights in the city, but this was over
the top, even for San Francisco.
Maybe people would think they were
Freemason conventioneers. “The

Once I spent all day with an alien
who looked like a homeless person.
When we stopped by the side of the
road, he took a shit and then played
with his own feces. I got mad – told
him – no way would he get back into
my car. Even if it is an ‘82 Datsun
with rusty bumpers. I’ll bet you’ve
never been caught on the interstate
screaming at an alien at 3:00 in the
morning.
But this one just patted the dirt
back into place and stood up again. I
sighed with relief and went back for
more pancakes. And a whiskey
chaser.
When I heard the message on my
answering machine the next day, I
knew it was another alien call. I
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The Ultimate
Dictionary
of Dream Language
by Briceida Ryan

Ozark Mountain Publiishing
ISBN # 1-886940-86-X

The Largest, Most
Comprehensive Dream
Dictionary Ever Published
Over 25,000 Entries

$35.00

One-third of your life is spent
in the dream world where your
subconscious is delivering messages in symbolic language.
While your body rests,
your dreams are dealing with your
fears, frustrations and hopes.
Your dreams are sending you
messages about your past, present
and future that can help you
in your waking hours. Learn what
these dream messages say about
love, success, numbers and money.
Now you can look up every dream
you ever had and easily find out
exactly what the secret dream
language is telling you.

Learn to Read the Secret
Language of Your Dreams
Available on the internet at
http://www.dreamsos.com
and at your local bookstore
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tourists love them,” I heard someone comment. Yeah, I thought, the
merchants in Union Square must
really love the fact that these sorts
of tourists will buy anything.
Then a couple of well-dressed
twins in mini-skirts passed by. “Oh,
what pretty private parts!” said the
alien with me. I stared hard at
the two women. Everything that I’d
consider “private” seems to be well
covered with clothes. But, then,
you never know how aliens perceive
things.
The aliens dressed in the bull
horns were standing on the corner; my companion wondered off
to meet them. Next to me, he’d
felt like a man. But from a distance he looked like a woman. As I
watched, he suddenly unleashed a
flood of tears. Then he turned and
blew me a long-distance telekinetic
kiss. When it hit my cheek, it felt
slightly erotic. Aliens give gifts.

my bed, but we never quite touched
the covers.. What have they done to
my apartment? I wondered. Created
an anti-gravity cocoon? We were
floating in the air. Given our positions, the alien must have been used
to free fall.
I’m a tourist guide for aliens. Not
to places; to things to do, touch, feel.
All I can say is that they must be
taking human form to sample earth’s
sensory pleasures. In return, they
give me gifts.
I get to tour the alien spaceship
in the dream state. Holodeck or real
thing? I don’t know. I ask questions
but mostly they stare blankly if I
mention Roswell or tacheyons or neutron stars. I think I only got a reaction out of “Mars” and “Middle
Earth.”
℘
But it could have been a fluke.℘

I took him (or was it her?) back
to my apartment. Hidden by the
foliage surrounding my doorstep,
the alien pursed her lips and sent
me another telekinetic kiss. And I
could feel the kiss on my lips! Now
that was really erotic.
We went inside and I wondered
briefly, how do you have safe sex
with a woman? Use a full body condom?
“I am immune to AIDS and your
other diseases,” said the alien. So
she could read my mind, too! The
words shocked me. At first I thought
she was speaking aloud because her
lips were moving. Then I realized
that she was trying out the telekinetic kiss again. Her tongue flickered
briefly behind a perfect set of white
teeth.
“I don’t know how to do this
with a woman,” I said. That’s all
right,” she replied. “Just imagine how
it would be.”
She took my hands in her, bent
down and kissed them. Now she
seemed to be a man again. The chill
went through my whole body.
We caressed and fell towards
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Linda Lane Magallón, M.B.A.
M.B.A., is a former
editor of Dream Network and author of
Mutual Dreaming (New York: Pocket Books,
1997). She is co-founder of the Bay Area
Dreamworkers Group and an original member
of the Association for the Study of Dreams.
Linda created the Fly-By-Night Club research
group and the only web site devoted to flying
dreams. Her e-mail handle is the name of her
dreaming self, who flies, of course. (http://
members.aol.com/caseyflyer/flying/
dreams.html; e-mail: caseyflyer@aol.com).

Robert Johnson (Cont’d from page 18)

HERESY originally meant to be off
balance - to overrate one side or the
other of this basic equilibrium. To
degrade the human, earthy side of
man is to break the central teaching
of Christianity. Yet, the attitude of
most Christians is that the body is
to be denied, mortified, given the
smallest possible place in human functioning. It is pure heresy to hold the
opinion that mortification of the
body is a virtue in the eyes of God.
Our sexual nature bears the heaviest exclusion in this heresy.
This needs some examination: Ancient man - and continuing on to Medieval man - was so immersed in the
physical world that he desperately
needed to be moved from this onesided position to the desired paradox of man - god, earth - heaven
which is the deepest teaching of
Christianity. A great structure of
ceremonies and disciplines was built
up around medieval man to draw him
away from his heretical position of
too much earth and not enough spirit.
This served him well and spoke directly to his needs. But modern man
has overshot the process and has
relegated earth, body, sex, femininity to an inferior position. We are in
need of balancing as badly as medieval man was, but our need is quite
the opposite.
Most of our religious disciplines both West and East - are designed
for an imbalance quite the opposite
of our present needs. In fact, it is
quite impossible to say what each man
needs now in any collective sense one man may still need to be drawn
out of medieval clumsiness while another may need to have his earthy
sense rescued from the over-rational, theoretical mentality which
threatens to tear him completely out
of his human rootedness. Never was
the old proverb, "One man's poison
is another man's meat," more applicable. If someone is drowning, don't
try to resuscitate him by throwing a
pail of water in his face; or another
man may be dying for lack of the same
water and does not need more discipline and abstractions but a dousing
of water.

What to do? Obviously the first
need is to be aware of one's 'heresy'. Is one's life too flooded or too
dry? Is one refined to the point of
enervation and in need of some of the
shadow material he threw away as
useless? Or is his earthy connection
so strong as to exclude the heavenly
visionary nature? Just this insight is
half way to the restoration of wholeness (holiness).
Most likely anyone reading this article will be on the too refined side
of perfection (the middle point) and
must set up some exercises to regain his balance. Ceremony and symbol are the greatest help at this
point. No one would agree to throw
away some of the abstract theoretical power which he has gained at such
cost. And, thank God, it is not necessary to do so. Ceremony is the royal
way to add what one needs to his
character without having to descend
into barbarism to accomplish it. Traditional religions are rich in old customs and ceremonies to meet anything that might befall a man. If only
we could recall these ancient wisdoms, since they are already there.
But a strange law has risen up in modern man; he can not take anything now
by authority and must design afresh
the exact ceremony that will heal the
imbalance he suffers. To devise the
medicine (ceremony) that is exact
for your ailment is the highest form
of creativity.
Unfortunately, most people have
a huge resistance to devising such a
ceremony, for, by definition, it must
contain exactly what he has refined
out of his nature by a lifetime of discipline. A teacher is of great help,
though no teacher can tell you what
to do. He/she can only encourage you
and lend some energy while you find
the specific medicine you need.
Ceremony is all but unknown to
modern rational man. After great labor, I have devised a definition of
this royal function: Ceremony consists of doing something (probably
some forbidden act), but not doing
it. That is accomplished by enacting
some play or symbolic act that carries the energy of the frightening

* See my book Owning Your Own Shadow, Harper Collins, San Francisco

event, but not doing it in any literal
way that would endanger oneself or
anyone near you.

St. Augustine said, "To act is to
sin." A modern addition would be
that it is a high sin to ignore the
shadow side of whatever he has
done.*
I promised a notable exception
to the parallel of Shadow and Shit
which brings a bright note to this
discussion. Much of what we discard, psychologically speaking, is excluded because it is too GOOD to
bear. When I first heard this teaching from Dr. Jung I did not think it
could be possible. But it is true much of what we evade in our own
personalities is the pure gold which
we can not find the courage to bear.
One can draw the skeletons out of
the closet fairly easily in a person
of integrity; but he will likely fight
to the end of his neurotic strength
to hide the divinity of his own being. It is a bright note to learn that
work on one's shadow is not unrelieved darkness, but also brings the
highest value.
Dr. Jung went on to teach that
our excluded shadow sides form our
neurotic symptoms—those powerful
attempts of our psyche to regain a
homeostatic balance in our personalities. It follows that the only possible cure for a neurotic symptom is
to find an honored place in our personalities where it can contribute to
the wholeness (holiness) of our being.

I end with a medieval Catholic
quote which touches me deeply:
"Don't forget; God chose to incarnate midway between the feces and
the urine." We can find our own
midpoint between the many pairs of
opposites that besiege us daily and
find that whole (holy) experience
we hunger for. A number of words
in our language derive from the root
WHOLE: holy, health, hello, hale,
hearty. It is a holy concept. ℘
This article has been reprinted courtesy of
Journey into Wholeness’ newsletter Journeys ,
Vol. 12, No. 2 - Summer, 2004 For information
or a library of tapes and articles by Robert
Johnson, visit www.journeyintowholeness.org
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DreamTimes: Dream Exchange

The Power of
Actualization
©2005 by Marlene King, M.A.

My first experience with a formal dream group is forever engraved in my memory. At a downtown high-rise office building
nearly 30 years ago, a group of 1520 people gathered in response to
an ad in the newspaper for a start
up dream group led by an experienced dream worker/therapist.
The first question of the evening
was, “Who had a dream last night
they’d like to share?” As we were
a room full of strangers, group trust
had not yet been established, but
surprisingly, we eventually learned
almost everyone had an anxiety
dream in anticipation of the meeting.
To kindle the process, the therapist started by telling her dream
which was about trying to knit several different colored strands of yarn
together, but kept dropping stitches. In
my dream I was walking down the
aisles of a grocery store looking for pineapple. There were several dream
strangers milling about, and I felt selfconscious, unable to locate what I was
looking for. After everyone had a
turn relating his or her dream, our
first assignment for the following
week was to find a way to make the
dream concrete and bring it to the
next meeting. That was my first introduction to the power of actualizing a dream.
The following week, the group
had reduced itself to about 10 and

we made the commitment to meet
for three months weekly, then negotiate or renew the contract. The
power of the actualization process
created an energy in the group that
was different from the previous
week. For my own part, I brought
a can of pineapple along with my
findings and associations. I researched and learned that pineapple was a symbol of hospitality,
especially popular in the 1800s, and
could be found as bedpost finials,
in wallpaper motifs and carvings
placed near an entrance of a house
to welcome visitors. The grocery
store strangers were of course the
new people who I met in the group
and had apprehension about meeting, fearing I would not find a ‘hospitable’ environment. All this from
a can of pineapple!
The therapist took her turn last,
pulling out a knitting project from
an upholstered bag. She explained
she had knitted a potholder from
many strands of yarn and purposely dropped stitches—like the
dream scenario—noting it would
fall apart and create holes in those
places.
Then, she held up a completed
potholder, woven with bright yarns
and bound neatly around the edges,
symbolizing the group she hoped
would form vs. the one that was
loosely held together and unraveled. It was clear that the people
who returned to commit to the
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group helped to actualize her best
hoped for results in that completed
potholder!
We later incorporated gestalting with dream objects and often
discovered deeper meanings. For
example, we would BECOME the
potholder or can of pineapple and
describe how we felt, what we did,
who we were in that form, sometimes interacting with the other objects, further revealing layers of relationships that might have gone
undetected.
Since then, I have spent many
years pursuing dream groups,
seminars and formal education,
eventually starting my own art
therapy practice and dream groups.
I always enjoy watching the process
of concretizing dream images in order to promote actualization of the
dream in the dreamer. I have found
that making tangible art, in two or
three-dimensional forms empowers and reveals to the dreamer forgotten or suppressed associations
that are elusive and usually dormant.
Of course there are as many
ways to embrace actualization of
dream content as imagination allows, but I invite you to start out
with a single object, make it into
some kind of concrete form, live
with it for a while, then expand and
record your associations to it. I
guarantee you will not be disappointed at the treasures it yields. ℘

Contact Marlene King: Box 477 Murphy, OR 97533 or e-mail marlene@chatlink.com

Book Reviews
by Kim Birdsong
The Art of Dreaming:
Tools for Creative Dream Work
The Dreaming Way:
Dreamwork and Art
for Remembering and Recovery
by Patricia Reis and Susan Snow
Chiron Publications c.2000
ISBN 1-888602-11-2 $29.95

At once tender and powerful, The Dreaming

Way chronicles a two-year relationship between
artist and dreamer Susan Snow and her therapist
Patricia Reis. Dreams and their accompanying
artwork are presented together with commentary
by each woman, allowing the sometimes gentle
and sometimes fierce dreamscape to unfold. As
readers, we become co-journeyers in this process,
meeting all the places where memory and dreaming intersect. All of the initial awe, power and
mystery of the dream are preserved for the reader,
and we are allowed to be the proverbial fly on the
wall during these amazing sessions. Following the
presentation of the session material, there is commentary on both the artistic, the creative process
Susan followed and also a reflection by Reis on the
teachings drawn from the dreamwork. A retrospective conversation with Annie G. Rogers follows,
further unveiling the magnificence of this empathic, healing collaboration. The Dreaming Way is a
testament to the power of a safe therapeutic container and to the possibility of recovery offered to
victims of trauma when voice is risked and the
thread of creativity and dream is followed within
it. Whether you are an artist, dreamer or therapist,
you will find something of value in this unique and
precious offering.

by Jill Mellick
Foreword by Marion Woodman.
Conari Press. c. 1996, 2001
ISBN 1-57324-574-7 $16.95

Whether you are a seasoned dream worker or
relatively new to exploring the dreamscape, Jill
Mellick has something of value to offer in her book
The Art of Dreaming. An intelligent writer who has
worked closely with renowned Jungian analyst
Marion Woodman, Jill Mellick respects her readers’
intelligence and innate capacity to draw their own
conclusions regarding dreams. Rather than presenting trite, narrowing definitions of dream material,
Dr. Mellick suggests quick and surprisingly simple
ways to delve deeper into dream images and open
them to larger meaning, helping ground them in the
context of waking life. Using creative tools such as
word play, mask making, mapping, clay, drama and
dance, The Art of Dreaming is as practical as it is
poetic. Mellick shows dreamers how to work in
their own way and that dreamwork does not need
to be tedious or overly analytical. Sections include
Expressive Dream Work in 5 minutes, Expressive
Dream Work in 10-15 minutes, Expressive Dream
Work with Nightmares, Expressive Dream Work
with Recurring Dreams and Series, as well as The
Care and Feeding of Dream Figures and Animals.
There is also an extremely helpful set of guidelines
for establishing a working dream group as well as a
glistening and thoughtful bibliography. For anyone
looking to delve more deeply into the mysteries of
the unconscious, this book provides inspiring
techniques to further tend the images of the soul as
they appear in our dreams. ℘

Kim Birdsong holds a master’s degree in Transpersonal Psychology; a graduate certificate in Women’s
Spiritual Development; and a bachelor’s degree in Economics from the University of California. She has
completed advanced training in DreamTending with Dr. Stephen Aizenstat and extensive shamanic
training in ritual and divination with Malidoma Some. For three years she developed and hosted her own
radio talk show, “Spirit Matters.” Kim is a founding member of the Sacred Arts Council, a group that
produces the annual Altar Show and Sacred Arts Festival. She is an artist, freelance writer and single
mother.Kim maintains a private practice and currently offers both private and group sessions in
DreamTending and women’s spiritual counsel. She conducts personalized rituals honoring life’s transitions that combine her innate ability to create beauty and safe, sacred space with elements from the
natural world and a respect for our ancestors. Feel free to contact her at any of the following:9940
Holt Road, Carmel, CA 93923 TEL: 831.624.2150 email: tendingdreams@aol.com
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Book Review
by Victoria Vlach

Honoring the Dream:
A Handbook for
Dream Group Leaders
Author: Justina Lasley, M.A.
(Transpersonal Psychology)

“In order to lead, you must be out in front,
clearing a path for yourself and the group.”
(Lasley, J., Honoring the Dream, p. 183)

R

emember the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, when the concept of working with dreams was moving from the purview
of professionals into the everyday world of you and me?
There was even some controversy at the time regarding
whether or not ‘untrained lay people’ could effectively work
with their own dreams, and whether or not they should be
‘allowed’ to work with other people’s dreams.
The more forward-seeing and radical members of the
dream community were letting proverbial cats out of proverbial bags, sharing their experiences, creating/exploring
new techniques, teaching non-professionals (i.e., us), what
they knew and learned about how to work with one’s own
(and other’s) dreams. Their names fill our bookshelves and
workshop notes: Ullman, Krippner, Taylor, Delaney,
Garfield, Reed, Van De Castle, LaBerge, etc. We looked to
them for advice and guidance, not only with our own dreams,
but also with the dreams of friends and family. There was
much to learn, and learn we did.
We joined dream groups. If there were no dream groups
nearby, we started our own —posting flyers, placing ads,
telling others about dreams—and so groups sprouted in
many shapes and sizes. We met in private homes, libraries,
and metaphysical bookstores. Some groups used a favorite
book as their guide. Others focused on the techniques/ideas
of a particular author. Some had designated leaders while
others rotated or shared the leadership role. There were even
groups without formal leadership. And with groups came
all the logistical issues – how many people should a group
have? Can anyone drop in at any time, or is it a closed group?
When can new people join? How long should each meeting
last? What format is good to use? Should there be a fee? What
if someone can’t pay? How do you bring up the topic of confidentiality? How much personal information should a leader
share about her own dreams? Most of us were new at this
group leader thing, and so it was that, whatever guidelines
were established (formally or informally), sooner or later,
something would happen and the group would fall apart.
Maybe interpersonal issues negatively affected group dy-
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namics. Perhaps disagreements continually arose over how
the group should be conducted, or one person hogged all
the time or told personal revelations to others not in the
group. Sometimes jealousies or power struggles (overt and
not so overt) splintered a group. These reasons, and others,
could lead to the sudden disbanding or gradual dissolution of a group.
But we wanted to work with dreams and because we were
optimistic, we tried again. And again. We formed new
groups, created workshops and classes, subscribed to Dream
Network and other publications, got involved to the extent
that we were able with organizations such as the Association for the Study of Dreams. Sometimes we got better at
this dream group leader thing; sometimes we didn’t. Still,
collectively, we had a lot of wisdom about how to conduct
a dream group – what worked, what didn’t, what information we provided as handouts to participants, what guidelines proved helpful (and/or necessary), how to address different situations that arose during the course of a group.
Collectively, we knew a lot. But it was scattered among many
dream group leaders/facilitators — individual nodes in the
dreaming brain. And then the ‘80’s became the ‘90’s, times
changed, and now it is a new century. How many groups
from those early days are still going today? And how many
more might still be going if a book like Justina Lasley’s Honoring the Dream had been available back then?
Honoring the Dream: A Handbook for Dream Group Leaders
reads like a window into the collective wisdom of dream
group leaders from the last 35+ years, sorted, summarized,
and artfully condensed. It does not labor at being exhaustively comprehensive in scope nor excessively focused on
detail, yet many dream group leaders will smile in recognition at more than a little of what’s in this book. For example:
What is an ideal size for an effective dream group? When/
how are guidelines presented and are they negotiable? If
you’ve encountered a recurring issue in a group and were
stymied about how to handle it – the person who never
speaks up, for instance, or the one who interrupts constantly
– you’ll find examples, suggestions, and gentle support for
addressing these (and other) common situations. Each chapter concentrates on a particular aspect of facilitating a dream
group (starting with Chapter One: ‘On Being a Dream Group
Leader’), and the many practical matters associated with a
dream group. The book’s format allows plenty of room for
additional personal notes, comments, thoughts, and ideas.
From the first step out in front as leader (shared or solo),
Honoring the Dream progresses with easy logic (and descriptive chapter titles for quick reference), to each subsequent
step in the process of creating and conducting a dream
group. And if creating dream workshops appeals to you,
Lasley covers that topic in very useful and practical terms
as well, approaching it with the same attention to logistical
matters as she does with on-going groups while touching
on special considerations related to the workshop format.
Lasley speaks to practical logistics (location, duration,

fees, etc.) and more specific issues (group guidelines, confidentiality, meeting format...), as well as touching on how
and why people change and the role of dreams in that
process. She also directly addresses the topic of group dynamics. It can be easy to forget that the group itself has a
dynamic—a life—of its own. She devotes an entire chapter to group problem solving, acknowledging that “dreamwork cannot be done effectively if other issues are pressing [on the group]”, and offers a sensible and understandable overview (with examples and suggestions) of this
very important and often neglected aspect of working
with a dream group. She even addresses the question of
how much a leader shares regarding her own story/personal dreamwork. Sharing one’s own experience opens
the way for others and helps establish/build trust in the
dreamwork process. But a dream group leader must also
remain aware of the larger context/process in a way that
other members of the group do not need to focus on.
Among other responsibilities, a leader sets the general
tone for the whole group, keeps track of time more consciously, brings the group back to the dream if sidetracks
and digressions lead too far from the focus, chooses (at
least initially) which techniques/exercises to use, demonstrates/teaches variations, etc. Other group members
may do this as well, but these are part and parcel of the
leadership role in ongoing groups and dream workshops.
As in any basic book on working with dreams, there’s
the requisite chapter on how to increase dream recall and
a selection of techniques to use alone or in a group. But
Lasley’s chapters on ‘Exploring Dreams’ and ‘Going for
the Gold’ (dream exercises and techniques) are particularly wonderful, especially as a ‘starter kit’ for anyone new to
(or out of practice in) leading a dream group. It’s here that
you’ll find a dim sum delight of dreamwork tools from a variety of formal and informal modalities, a number of which
will be familiar to long-time dreamworkers. From analyzing
the structure and language of dreams, to techniques using
drawing, movement, theatre/dream drama, collage, and clay,
to focusing on emotions and body sensations, to concepts and
techniques from Jung, Gestalt and Transactional Analysis –
they’re collected and indexed for quick and easy access. The
focus of these exercises is ‘everything in the dream is some
aspect of the dreamer’, and you won’t find every single technique ever created in these chapters, but it’s a solid place to
start — especially for someone putting together a dream group
for the first time. Exercises range from the simple yet incredibly effective (‘the image speaks’) to those requiring advance
preparation (collages, sand tray, clay). Lasley also refers to
the original source when presenting certain exercises, a nice
touch for anyone wanting to explore a technique in more detail.
Because we’re talking about dream groups here, and because
dream groups frequently work with at least one member’s
dream during a meeting, Lasley returns often to the subject
of including all group members in the process/activity at
hand. And yes, the leader also helps the group remember that
the dreamer owns their own dream and is the final arbiter

regarding how much work is done and what the dream means
to them. The phrase ‘if it were my dream’ is essential for all
group members.
Honoring the Dream includes a very user-friendly glossary
with easy to understand summaries and explanations of
dream work concepts, therapeutic modalities, and psychological terms. The Appendices contain sample handouts,
guidelines, an ethics statement and information on the International Association for the Study of Dreams. There’s even a
‘Vocabulary of Emotions’ to help participants more accurately
identify the emotional aspects/content of their dreams and
what comes up in the dreamwork process itself. The Bibliography lists classic authors and titles as well as newer (and a
few eclectic) offerings.
Honoring the Dream: A Handbook for Dream Group Leaders
could easily become a classic in its own right. Lasley has succinctly gathered the collective wisdom of dream group leaders into one place, covering the essentials without getting
bogged down in any one issue or topic. It is the book I wish I
had back in those exciting, dynamic early days of grassroots
dream work, when we were all learning for ourselves how to
do this dream group thing. All-in-all, Honoring the Dream is a
definite ‘must have’ for anyone wanting to start their own
dream group and an incredibly useful supplement for those
with (current or past) experience as leader/facilitator of a
dream group. ℘
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Dreaming for Others
My Grandson
is on the Wrong Path
by Carol Oschmann

S

everal years ago, Christmas approached and I worried
about my grandson, Kris, aged 18.
The boy had lived with me for
several years but it was plain to see,
I hadn’t whatever was needed to get
him on a better path. I often dreamed for him, asking what could I do?
I’d write whatever I got in a letter
and give it to him. He’d not only
read it once but would show it to all
his friends with a comment similar
to, “You won’t believe what she told
me this time!” My thoughts were
that at least a seed was planted.
Going to bed one night I asked
God for a way of presenting the
story of the birth of Jesus to Kris
that might make a difference.
Closing my eyes, I saw only lists of
gifts to buy and things to do. I
remember thinking, “God, no
wonder the holy season means
nothing to Kris. It’s trouble of all
sorts to me.” As I closed my eyes
once more, the manger scene came
into focus. Over it was a brilliant
star. The manger scene vanished
and the star remained. Feeling
rebellious, I asked the star, “Aren’t
you supposed to point the way to
the great birth? What are you doing
still here with me?”
The star spoke. “I am pointing at
the great birth. It’s about time you
noticed me!”
“Okay” I replied, “I’ve stepped
into the picture and we’re out
rounding up the shepherds, wise
men and kings to take them to the
birth of Jesus?”

“What is a baby?” The star
asked. A baby floated next to the
star and watched me.
“Oh, I can tell you that! It’s 3
AM feedings, changing diapers, no
respect when they get older.”
“It’s nurturing, loving, feeding
and helping to grow up properly,”
Star replied.
“Have I done it all wrong with
Kris?” I asked.
The baby spoke. “Not all babies
grow up to be boys. I’m a baby, a
new life like a great idea that’s been
growing inside you!”
“I’m too old!”
“Ideas know no age. I’m a
reminder from God of the promise
He made you long ago. At Christmas, I’m shown in a manger. God
made you special. I’m that potential
in you. That’s what the Christmas
story is about. You need to help me
grow!”
A wise man walks across the
sky. I say, “Who are you?”
“I’m the wise man who follows
the star. I bring you wisdom when
making choices.”
The king comes. “I bring
opportunities when you use your
special gift. Your opportunities have
been waiting a long time.”
“What gift?” I ask, beginning to
get a better feeling that I was on to
something.
“Your gifts were the talents you
brought to earth when you were
born. It’s time to dust them off and
make them a part of your life. When
you use them I, the King, bring
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more opportunities for a better
life.”
A shepherd arrives and I say,
“Let me guess, you’re the shepherd!” He tells me, “I represent the
work ethic. Study the skies, study
the earth, but mostly study what
lies inside yourself.”
“What is the manger about?” I
ask.
The shepherd says, “The
manger is telling you to keep
things simple. It’s warmth and
love. It’s going back to the basics in
life.”
The star spoke once more, “If
you need a new beginning, Christmas is a reminder, a symbol of new
beginnings. More than that, it’s a
promise. With Baby Jesus as
potential in your heart, anytime
will do, Christmas can be any day.
You’ll never be younger than you
are right now.”
I soon left Kris in the hands of
his mother and moved away to
take care of my own inner promise.
I’ve done well and so has Kris.
Afterward, I designed this dreamlike experience into a play and
we’ve performed it in church. ℘

Contact Ms. Oschmann by email at
cjoschmann1@aol.com

Available Now!

RELATIONSHIP DREAMS
Insights to Family,
Friends, Co-workers
by Janice Baylis, Ph. D.
You’ve read her articles here in Dr. Baylis’’
regular column in the not-so-distant past.
Now her timeless and informative wisdom
has been assembled into a ‘booklet’ which
is available both in print and online exclusively through Dream Network..

Here’s what’s inside...
INTRODUCTION
Chapter One
DREAMBOAT OR NIGHTMARE

Tidal Wave (Cont’d from page 16)
been swept away and I am under
the water and will drown. I repeat
a prayer but I feel the water
filling my lungs and I am surprised
there is no pain.
Terri’s dream was to be an artist. Art was her passion in life. She
told me, “I always dreamt I wanted
to be a great painter.” And her dream
begins with her ‘painting’ at the
ocean. She described her friend as,
“someone I had known for a couple
of years. She’s an eccentric genius,
a writer, but also somewhat self-destructive.” Terri felt she accurately
represented a part of herself: eccentric and talented as an artist but
with a self-destructive side. I asked
Terri to imagine being the tidal wave.
“I’m going to overwhelm everything,
wipe it out.” she said, adding, “I was
amazed I was dying and there was
no burning, no pain.”
“All the time I was in the group,
my guru said art was not my right
work. I accepted this without a fight,
I just let go, exactly like dying in
that tidal wave, without a struggle,”
she explained. Now Terri realized
the tidal wave was the group’s ideology that had killed her authentic life,
her passion, her art; it was the artist, her creativity that drowned under that wave so long ago. Now the
dream resonated powerfully; it made

perfect sense. She told me, “Now
after many years outside the
group, I am struggling to find and
uncover that artist, that painter
that I let die.” Finally understanding her dream gave her the resolve and renewed determination
to resurrect her art and her creative life.
Our dreams carry the awesome potential to help us to see
clearly who we really are: our
natural, inborn potential and
unique character without anything
‘put on’ us. When understood, they
become our passport into a life
that has meaning, passion, and
purpose. Our dreams want our
lives to make a difference. We
need only remove all the ‘isms’ and
complex psychological systems
that would like to tell us what our
dreams mean and instead learn
how to give our dreams the respect and the freedom to speak
for themselves. ℘
“And he turned his mind
to an unknown art.”
(James Joyce)
John Goldhammer, Ph.D. is a psychologist,
dream researcher and educator. This article is adapted from his newest book, Radical Dreaming (Kensington Publishing/Citadel Press). Contact Dr. Goldhammer at
P.O. Box 25161, Seattle, WA 98165-2061
Email: jgoldhammer@mindspring.com

Chapter Two
TO BE YOUR LAWFULLY WEDDED
Chapter Three
LOOK OUT WORLD HERE I COME
Chapter Four
PARENTS’ DREAMS
ABOUT THEIR CHILDREN
Chapter Five
CHILDRENS’ DREAMS
ABOUT THEIR PARENTS
Chapter Six
SIBLING DREAMS
Chapter Seven
WHAT A FRIEND
I HAVE IN MY DREAMS
Chapter Eight
ON-THE-JOB DREAMING
Chapter Nine
BETWEEN YOU &YOUR HIGHER SELF
Appendix A • PEOPLE MEANING LIST
Appendix B • CONNOTATIONS OF
FAMILY POSITION
Appendix C • MALE & FEMALE ATTRIBUTES
~~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~~

To Place Your Order:
For Print Copy
send a check for $12.95
(Includes P&H)

to Dream Network
PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532

To Order Online

go to http://DreamNetwork.net/
& click on Dream Network Store
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Spring is Sprung!
Get Involved in
Dream Network
with our Special Introductory
and Gift Subscription Offer
“If We Build It,
They Will Come.”

Thank YOU, for DREAMS
Your First Year or Renewal

•
•
•

USA
Canada/Mexico
Foreign

$20
$28
$36

GIVE Two Gifts Get One FREE

•
•
•

US
Canada/Mexico
Foreign

$18
$26
$30

(Canada, Mexico & Foreign Prices Includes Postage)

Or, Subscirbe Online & Become a Member—$22 Worldwide! http://DreamNetwork.net
Recipients will receive a card acknowledging your gift!

Dream Network Subscription
New $20 (Save $5)

Gift Subscription #1:
@ $18 per year (+ Postage for foreign/see above)

*If paying with creditcard, please use name on card

Name______________________________
Address___________________________
City_______________________________
State________Zip________(+4)________
Email______________________________

Gift Subscription #2:

Gift Subscription #3:

Your Name*_________________________
Address____________________________
City________________________________
State________Zip________(+4)_______________

@ $18 per year (+ Postage for foreign/see above)

Name______________________________
Address____________________________
City________________________________
State________Zip________(+4)________
Email_____________________________

FREE! (+ Postage for foreign/see above)

Name______________________________
Address___________________________
City_______________________________
State________Zip________(+4)________
Email______________________________

Please make check payable to Dream Network, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532, or
Credit Card #_____________________________________Expires_________3-digit CVV Code______
Your Signature (as it Appears on your Credit Card)_________________________________________________
or via the Dream Store on our website: http://DreamNetwork.net
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Dream Networkers/Regional Contact Persons
We are honored to be able to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources available to you via the
willingness of these knowledgeable individuals. All are committed to the value of dreams; each has her/his own area of
interest and/or expertise and can help point the way to the most appropriate resources to meet your needs. Most are available
to answer questions from any caller, regardless of location. If you would like to serve in this way, please contact us.
Please respect each individual's requests insofar as time availability. If no specific time is indicated, assume that you can
call at anytime; you may get an answering machine. When leaving a message on a toll call, expect a collect call in return.

AFRICA dreams1@telkomsa.net
Charles de Beer PO Box 598
Umtentweni 4235, South Africa
Dream Readings: Worldwide
ALASKA
Susan Fredericks 907/983-2324
Jungian, Dream Groups, Info
Skagway, State of Alaska
Tima Priess 907/479-6553
Animals, Dreams & Trauma
Near Fairbanks
CALIFORNIA
Bay Area Dreamworkers
(BADG) 707/824-9121
% Eric Snyder
Email: esnyder@sonic.net
Info & Resources on Regional
Networking for Dreamworkers
Dream Library & Archives
Jill Gregory, Director
415/897-7955
Extensive Dream Resources
San Francisco Bay Area, CA
Bambi Corso 818//879-1375
email: ohtodream@aol.com
Dream Groups, Dream Tending
Call from 8am-8p.m.
Southern CA/West Coast
Patricia Keelin 707/254-7829
Lucid Dreaming - NO. California
Frank Stefano 619/270-6766
Groups, General Info
San Diego Area
CANADA
Suzanne Nadon 519/371-6060
Creativity & Lifestyle, Jung
Ontario/Native Community
COLORADO
Georgia Stout 970/328-5280
georgiastout@cs.com
Gen. Info/Groups
Colorado/Rocky Mountains
Kat Peters-Midland 970/204-4005
Dream Groups/Resources
Rocky Mountains/West
Email: katpm@comcast.net
CONNECTICUT
Nancy Weston MA 203/744-6823
e-mail: InnerKid2@aol.com
Isobel McGrath MA 203/790-1503
e-mail: UKHypnosis@aol.com

FLORIDA
Eleonora Marinaro 727/697-2763
Jungian Dream Analysis-Spiritual
Direction. Groups-Workshops FL
Elizabeth Howard 352/337-2723
email: holisticliz@hotmail.com
Gestalt Dreamwork, groups &
Individual Resources
FL., will respond to calls from
anywhere USA
GERMANY
Michael Schredl 0621/793525
General info/resources, groups
Preferred language German
6pm - 7pm Mon-Fri
Germany, Austria & Switz.
HAWAII
Athena Lou
LouJ001@hawaii.rr.com
General info; Dream Retreats
Hawaiian Islands/West Coast
ILLINOIS
Gail A. Roberts 630/365-0771
Dream Groups, Creativity
Saint Charles Area, IL
Rev. Dan Prechtel
847/492-9013
General info/lucid, groups
Spiritual companionship
Metro Chicago & Northshore
INDIANA
Barbara Zimny 317/577-3675
Dream Groups. General Resources
Indianapolis Area Email:
bzimny@intuitionbridge.com
KANSAS
Steve Carter 316/263-8896
General Resources & Groups
M/Th/Fr eves. KS/No. OK
MASSACHUSETTS
Edith Gilmore 978/371-1619
Lucid, General, Sunday p.m. Group
Early eves Boston/MetroWest
Dick McLeester 413/772-6569
General Resources
Greater New England/W.MA
Ramsay Raymond 508/369-2634
Experiential dreamwork.
Mon. & Fri. best.
East MA/esp. Boston & West
Fa. Joseph Sedley
508/842-8821

Pastoral dreamwork/12 Step
Cody Sisson 413/498-5950
cody@dragon-heart.com
Dreamwork Certification
MICHIGAN
Judy White 616/353-7607
Holistic Therapies & Dream
Groups-Michigan
MINNESOTA
Jaye C. Beldo 612/827-6835
Dream Democracy/Integrative
Dream Narration-- Evenings
Upper Midwest
Mary Flaten 507/663-1269
General Resources & Groups
State of Minnesota
MISSOURI
Rosemary Watts 314/432-7909
General resources, Creative!
St. Louis & State of MO
NEW JERSEY
Dawn Hill 908/647-3720
General Info and Groups
Evenings after 5:30p.m. EST/NJ
NEW YORK
Jennifer Borchers 212/683-5667
Recovery from childhood abuse.
NY/esp. Five Boroughs
Alan Flagg 212/532-8042
Senoi & Ullman dream groups
Information & General Resources
alleneflagg@rcn.com NY
Ann Goelitz CSW 212/561-1633
Dream Groups & Workshops
General Information & Resources
New York City area
LeonVanLeeuwen 212/888-0552
General Resources, groups NY
Pearl Natter 845/353-0511
Dream groups, General Resources.
NY/No. NJ/CT
NORTH CAROLINA
Robert Gongloff 828/669-1203
Dream Groups, General Resources
OHIO
Noreen Wessling 513/831-7045
General Info & Groups: OHIO
Micki Seltzer 614/267-1341
General Info & Groups. OHIO
OREGON
E. W. Kellogg III 541/535-7187

Lucid dreaming/Dream Healing
E-mail: DoctorStrange@msn.com
Graywolf Swinney 541/476-0492
Dreams & Consciousness International
Peggy Coats/The Dream Tree
503/288-9991
pcoats@dreamtree.com
online dream resource center
PENNSYLVANIA/OHIO
Mena Potts, Ph.D.
614/264-4444
Experiential Dream Groups
7-9 p.m. Central PA/N.E. Ohio
SWITZERLAND
Art Funkhouser (031) 331 6600
atf@alum.mit.edu * Bern, Switz.
TENNESSEE
Tom Goad 615/834-6564
General Resources/Dream Group
dreamgroup@webtv.net
TEXAS
Phillip Dunn 214/908-6261
Classes in Lucid Dreaming & OBE
Dallas, TX dreamclasses@yahoo.com
Vicky Vlach
rememberdreams@yahoo.com
Info & Resources-Austin, TX
UTAH
Roberta Ossana 435/259-5936
DreamKey@lasal.net Resources &
Groups, Info UT/Four Corner Area
VERMONT
Janis Comb 802/933-6742
Dream Groups,
Astrological Dreamwork
VIRGINIA
Anthony Golembiewski
540/949-6901
Mutual & Lucid Dreaming
Eves & Weekends preferred
WASHINGTON D.C.
Rita Dwyer 703/281-3639
General Resources, Groups
Metropolitan D.C. area
WASHINGTON STATE
Judith Picone 425/745-3545
and Lee Piper 360/659-0459
General Resources/Native
Pacific NW/ID/MN
WISCONSIN
Margaret Plasencia 414/697-4096
Spontaneous Healing
M-F 9a-5p Central/WI & IL
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NetWorks ♥ ↔ ♥ Dream Groups
METRO D.C. COMMUNITY
Open To All who share an interest in
dreams. 1st Sat. each month, 1-5pm
133 Park St. NE, Vienna, VA.
Info: contact Rita Dwyer.
Ph: 703/281-3639 No fee.

The LUCID DREAM EXCHANGE
An independently published, reader
supported, quarterly publication that
features lucid dreams and articles
on lucid dreams.
Visit www.dreaminglucid.com
In this GROUP, we promote selfdiscovery via understanding the special language & imagery of dreams.
Manhatten & Westchester NY. Call
914/591-7607 Elizabeth Howell, Ph.D.
"WORKING WITH DREAMS”
Weekly Ullman-style Dream Study
Tuesdays 7:30 - 9:30 Contact
David Pitkin Ph: 518/885-2095
Ballston Spa, NY
Exploring inner worlds through LUCID
DREAMING? Weekly study group. No
fee. Johannes Vloothuis, 25 East 21st
St., Hamilton, Ontario Canada L8V 2T3
Phone: 416/383-5743
Dream workshop of the
THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
in Miami & South Florida.
To encourage the study & interpretation of dreams for psychological &
esoteric purposes. No fee. Facilitators:
Sy Ginsburg & Angie Hall. Meets
Wed./12 Noon @ Theosophical Society,
831 S. Federal Hiway, Deerfield Beach
33441 Ph: 954/420-0908
Stanley Krippner & Ruth Inge Heinze
Drawing from Ullman method
& other systems. Wed: 7:30-9:30pm.
BERKELEY, CA. Ph:510/849-3791
BAY AREA LUCID dreamers of all
levels of experience. Monthly meetings
on Sunday P.M. No fee. Ph: 510/549-2162
Berkeley, CA . Contact Ruth Sacksteder
DREAMWORK, Jeremy Taylor Style
Santa Monica, CA.. Licensed
Marriage & Family Therapist,
Shannon Batts, M.S. Donation.
Bathead@ix.netcom.com
or Ph: 310/339-5958

DREAM GROUPS & WORKSHOPS
Northern & Central Vermont
Ongoing dream groups;
Astrological Dreamwork
Contact Janis Comb 802/933-6742
EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop.
Meets every Monday night from
7-9pm. Please contact
Leon B. Van Leeuwen
at 212/888-0552 NY, NY.
“IF IT WERE MY DREAM”
Groups and Dreamwork by phone
Workshops, Groups, Adult Ed
Courses, Presentations, Individuals.
Contact DREAMCATCHERS
Nancy Weston 203/744-6823
InnerKid2@aol.com or
Isobel McGrath 203/790-1503
UKHypnosis@aol.com
Western CT/ NY border
NEW Dreamsharing GROUP forming.
Wake up through dreaming!
No fee. Monroe, NY/Orange County
Perry Harris Ph: 914/782-8286
Dream Resources, Groups & Connections
Roberta Ossana @ 435/259-5936 or
email: Roberta@DreamNetwork.net
Utah/U.S.
LAMB & LION MINISTRIES
Workshops, dreamwork, inner
journey, individual & group
spiritual companionship.
Reverand Dan Prechtel.
Ph: 847/492-9013 Evanston, IL
CREATIVE DREAM
GROUPS & WORKSHOPS
Utilizing Jungian, expressive and
integrative dreamwork methods.
Contact Marlene King, M.A.,
PO Box 477, Murphy, OR 97533-0477
NEW ENGLAND Contact
Greater Boston / Cambridge area.
Dick McLeester @ New Dreamtime
PO Box 92 Greenfield, MA 01302
Ph: 413/772-6569
COLOMBUS, OH Dream group.
Peer-led. Ullman style process.
Meets every MONDAY, midday,
Clintonville area. Micki Seltzer
Ph: 614/267-1341
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SWITZERLAND
Bern & Thun: Art Funkhouser
Altenbergstr. 126, 3013 Bern
TeleDream
Telephone Dream Groups.
Inspiring, Affordable, neo-Jungian.
Dr Ron Masa and Staff.
FREE first visit! (303) 786-9537
http://www.UniversityofYourself.com
EDITH GILMORE
Egalitarian dream study & interpretation group meets monthly on Sun.
afternoon in my home. 112 Minot Rd.,
Concord, MA 01742 Ph: 978/371-1619
The ASCLEPIADS will receive requests
for dream consultations and guidance
from any reader of the Dream Network
Journal on a once-free/second-time,
donation basis.
Please include gender and birthdate;
name is optional.
Include Email address only.
Our email address is
asclepiads@email.msn.com
THE DREAMWHEEL
Dream groups, workshops, individual
consultation, referrals for lay people and
professionals.
Jungian/Psychosynthetic orientation,
creativity, deep ecology, vision quest.
Ramsay Raymond, 191 Sudbury Rd.
Concord, MA 01742-3423
PH: 978/369-2634 or
Email: Dreamwheel@compuserve.com
CYNTHIA KOHES, M.S.W.
Dream Group, Thursday evenings.
No fee. Santa Rosa, CA. Ph:707/526-2500

Is Your Group Listed Here?
~~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~~
If you wish to start a Dream
Group or have an active
group and are open to new
members, please send us
your information
so that we can help you
get the word out!
Info to Dream Network
PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532
or email

Publisher@DreamNetwork.net

Video/DVD — University — Research Requests
NOW AVAILABLE!
David Blum’s

Appointment
with the
Wise Old Dog
Dream Images
in a Time of Crisis
©1998 by David Blum

Did you have Dreams or Premonitions of 9-11 2001?
My co-author, Matt Genson, and I are collecting material for a book about
premonitions of the 9-11 attacks. The book, tentatively titled Visions of
Doom, Prophets of Hope : Premonitions of 9-11, will be published
by Moment Point Press in 2006.
We would like to locate as many people as possible who believe they may
have had such premonitions, and to record their stories. Anyone with
material that might be useful is asked to contact us by
e-mail at mgenson@hrpub.com or JFelser@Kingsbor
ough.edu
Thank you!
Joseph M. Felser, Ph.D.
Kingsborough Community College/CUNY, Brooklyn, NY 11235

On Videotape & DVD
with an Introduction
by Yo Yo Ma
28 Minutes 38 Seconds

"Anyone interested in
dreams would be fascinated
by the story this work reveals about the relationship
between consciousness and
the unconscious. We are intrigued on all levels - emotional, imaginal, intellectual.
His work is unique and universal because it is so true
to the archetypal field."
Marion Woodman
~~∞ ~∞ ~∞ ~~

$29.95

(Includes tax, P&H)

To Order
Send check or MO to:
Sara Blum
PO Box 104
Medina, WA 98039-0104

TELEDREAM:
Telephone Dream Groups. Inspiring, Affordable, neo-Jungian.
Dr Ron Masa and Staff.
FREE first visit! (303) 786-9537
http://www.UniversityofYourself.com
Bulletin! Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin! Bulletin!

Call for VISIONARY Dreams....
Let us continue Dreaming Humanity's Path and create, here....
.... a cultural repository for visionary dreams.
Dreams which you feel were 'Gifted' to Inform
the larger community. Submit to publisher@dreamnetwork.net
or Dream Network, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Dream Network OnLine!

Our Website Address is:

http://DreamNetwork.net
Read articles from back issues, see writer's guidelines
and visit our DreamStore and Dreamworker’s Directory.
Register Online for FREE subscription! Monthly Drawing
Bulletin! Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin!

Bulletin! Bulletin!

ADVERTISE in the Dream Network Journal
DISPLAY ADS: (435) 259-5936 E: Marketing@DreamNetwork.net or http://DreamNetwork.net/AdRates.html
Advertise in our Dream Store on the Web. Very Affordable!
CLASSIFIED ADS:
All ITEMS /SERVICES FOR SALE & RESEARCH PROJECTS: $1 per word.
Ads are accepted at the discretion of the publisher. DNJ does not endorse nor take responsibility
for the contents or quality of any products or services advertised herein.
We encourage reader feedback and will discontinue ads for which we receive complaints.
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Back Issues
Over 61 (of 110 published!) back issues of Dream Network are still
available. Individual copies are $7. See listings at DreamNetwork.net.
One complete archive (xerox copies of two older issues), a veritable
treasure chest & valuable collector’s item V1#1-V24#3 $1000.

Back Issues
Available Include:
1996, the year we began
Dreaming Humanity’s Path
Four Volumes ~ Complete Set: $30
Vol. 14 Nos. 1 & 2 ~
Protecting the Children
& Warning Dreams
Apocalypse as a Rite of Passage:
Interview with Michael Ortiz Hill •
Vol. 14 No. 3 ~ Visions of Guidance
Psychic Dream? Be Careful Who You
Tell!: Stanley Krippner •
Vol. 14 No. 4 ~ Beyond the Veil
Whispers and Murmurs: Perspectives
on Dreaming Humanity’s Path
Russell Lockhart •
Winter Vol 15 No.1 ~ Dream Inspired
Communities Dreaming in Dundee
NY interview w Susan Watkins • The
Emergence of a Dream Community in
San Francisco:
Winter 1998 Vol. 17 No. 1 ~ Lucid,
Mutual & WILD Dreams Mutual
Dreaming: Linda Lane Magallon
Spring 1998 Vol. 17 No. 2 ~ Healing
Relationships • An Interview with
Navajo Shaman Dennison Tsossie
Autumn 1998 Vol. 17 No. 3 ~
Dream’s Relationship to Mythology
Interviews with Stephen Aizenstat and
Jeremy Taylor
Winter/Spring 1998/’99Vol. 17 No. 4
& 18 No. 1 ~ Focus on Central
Corridor ~ Dreamwork in Missouri, ILL
Summer 1999 Vol. 18 No. 2 ~
Prophetic Dreams ~ An Interview with
Robert Johnson • The End of Time
or the Beginning of Now? Daniel
Shellabarger
Autumn 1999 Vol. 18 No. 3 ~
The Healing Power of Dreams ~Guest
Editors: Robert Moss & Graywolf
Winter 1999 Vol. 18 No. 4 ~ Preparing for the Millennium Light at the
End of the Tunnel With Gary Bonnell

Spring 2000 Vol. 19 No. 1 ~
Animals in Dreams: What Do They
Symbolize? Ullman Method: Sandy Sela
Smith
Summer 2000 Vol. 19 No. 2 ~
Sexuality in Dreams Jeremy Taylor •
The Practical Side of Sexual Symbolism Janice Baylis • Lucid Dreaming
Autumn 2000 Vol. 19 No. 3 ~

Dreams & Religion ~ The Christian
Tradition & Dreamwork Suzanne
Nadon • Dreams & Christianity Rev.
Jeremy Taylor
Winter 2000 Vol. 19 No. 4 ~
Dreams & Shamanism Part I
On Shamanism: An Interview with
Stanley Krippner • Patterns of Dream
Use in African Psychotherapy: Dr. Nwoye
Spring-Summer 2001 Vol. 20 Nos
1&2 ~ “The Way It Is William (Bill)
Stimson • On Dreams & Art
Montague Ullman
Autumn 2001 Vol. 20 No. 3 ~
Dream-Inspired Poetry
Poets of Consciousness Robert Moss
Dreams, Poems & Prayers Susan Scott
Walking Through Glass Mary Stebbins
Winter 2001 Vol. 20 No. 4 ~
Dreams & 9/11
A Walk Thru the Valley of Shadows
Curtiss Hoffman Dreams of Terror,
Dreams of Healing Robert Moss
Spring 2002 Vol. 21 No. 1 ~
Crisis & Creativity • Dream Music
Awakening Fariba Bogzaran Music,
Mystery & Dreams Amy Mindell
Summer 2002 Vol. 21 No. 2 ~
Crisis & Creativity • Music Part II
Dream Weaving with Noreen Wessling
Autumn 2002 Vol. 21 No. 3 ~
The Art of Dreamsharing
Awakening Dream Groups Paul Levy
Is Religion the Problem? Bill Stimson
Winter/Spring 2002/2003 Vols. 21
No. 4/22 No. 1 ~ Evolution of the
Dream Movement Dreaming Our Way
to the Heart of the World Robert Moss
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• Tending to the Soul of the World,
an interview with RC Wilkerson
Summer 2003 Vol. 22 No. 2 ~
Evolution Part II: Feminine Perspectives Dream Work as Peace Work
Deborah Hillman • Thoughts on the
Evolution of a Dream Cherishing
Culture Rita Dwyer
Autumn 2003 Vol. 22 No. 3 ~
Dreams, Aging & Death
Dreamsharing from Around the World
The Circle of Sex Stanley Krippner
Winter 2003 Vol. 22 No. 4 ~
Dreaming of Extraterrestrials
Dreaming of Aliens A.. Ramer •
Exploring Dreams of UFOs & ETs
Rosemary Guiley
Spring 2004 Vol. 23 No. 1 ~
Dancing the Dream Awake Creating
Dances from Dreams Jeanne Schul
Elkins * Dialogue of Becoming
Human David Sparenberg
Summer 2004 Vol. 23 No. 2 ~
Dream Art * Dance * Poetry & More
The Silver Tool Brenda Ferrimani
Autumn 2004 vol 23 No. 3 ~
Prophetic Dreams & Deja Vu Dream
Theories of Deja Vu Art Funkhouser

Orders for ten (or more) back
issues receive a 20% discount.
You can order by sending check to
Dream Network PO Box 1026, Moab,
UT 84532, by credit card, phone
435/259-5936 or on the internet
www.DreamNetwork.net
We, like all periodical publishers, cannot accept
returns on single and back issues sales of
Dream Network. We appreciate your understanding of this policy.
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Dream Network Journal
1337 Powerhouse Lane, Suite 22
PO Box 1026 • Moab, UT 84532-3031
Subscriptions http://DreamNetwork.net
Phone: 435-259-5936
Change Service Requested
Paid Subscription—THANK YOU for expediting
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